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Thesis Abstract
Memory has been extensively studied in epilepsy. There are numerous accounts of
memory impairments being found, particularly for people with temporal lobe
epilepsy. Many discrepancies are, however, also evident. The first paper outlines the
literature on memory problems in epilepsy. It focuses on the impairments reported in
people with temporal lobe epilepsy in neuropsychological studies and cognitive
neuroscience research and reviews the evidence concerning the presence and type of
memory difficulties. Attention is then turned to the role of other factors in
contributing

to

these

difficulties,

including

epilepsy-related

variables

and

psychological factors. The main conclusion drawn is that studies have not adequately
acknowledged the possible role of these other factors when exploring memory
impairments which presents a major methodological problem and more constrained
studies are required to allow an understanding of the deficits experienced.

The second paper describes a study which investigated the presence of remote
memory loss in people with temporal lobe epilepsy. A mild remote memory
impairment was found for people with left temporal lobe epilepsy for both episodic
autobiographical memory and semantic memory for public events. Support was
given to the view that more sensitive tests of remote memory are required which
allow the detection of subtle differences in performance. The need for future research
with improved methodologies is discussed along with the potential clinical
implications of such research.
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Summary
Epilepsy is a common neurological condition which is associated with a range of
cognitive, behavioural and emotional difficulties. A complex interaction of
epilepsy-related and psychosocial variables is considered to contribute to the
level of difficulty experienced. Memory impairments are the most frequently
reported cognitive difficulty and are associated with quality of life ratings. This
paper

reviews

the

literature

on

memory

in

epilepsy

conducted

in

neuropsychological studies and research in cognitive neuroscience, much of
which has focused on memory in people with temporal lobe epilepsy. There have
been many reports of lateralised material specific deficits, with verbal memory
impairments in people with left temporal lobe epilepsy and non-verbal memory
deficits in people with right temporal lobe epilepsy. Impairments on tests of
remote memory have also been identified. There are, however, considerable
discrepancies within the literature with little consistency in the memory
impairments found. A number of methodological issues are present within these
studies. Limitations are associated with the multi-factorial nature of the
memory impairments, including variables related to the epilepsy which lead to
heterogeneous groups, and the poor sensitivity of the neuropsychological tests
used. Future research is required which will address the methodological
limitations in order to understand the full implications and potential clinical
applications of the findings.
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Introduction
The clinical picture of epilepsy
Epilepsy is defined as a condition in which the person experiences recurrent
epileptic seizures (Shorvon, 2000). Seizures arise from over-activity of a group
of neurons at the site of structural pathology or abnormal brain tissue (Oxbury,
1997) and result in altered behaviour with or without change in the person's
level of consciousness (Cull and Goldstein, 1997). The epileptic activity may
remain localised in the original site, which is termed a focal seizure, or may
spread throughout the cortex, described as a generalised seizure. Three main
types of epileptic seizures are outlined, these are; partial (simple and complex)
seizures in which consciousness is unaffected or altered respectively; generalised
secondary seizures in which consciousness is affected; and unclassified epileptic
seizures. These types of epilepsy are further subdivided into different forms
within these three main groups (Commission on Classification and Terminology
of the Internationa] League Against Epilepsy, 1981). The effect the epileptic
activity will have is dependent on a variety of factors, including the location of
the focus of the activity, the pattern of spread in the brain, whether it interferes
with consciousness, the duration of the seizure, and which brain mechanisms
are interrupted.
Epilepsy is a common neurological condition with a reported incidence of
between 50 to 120 cases per 100 000 people per year (Shorvon, 2000). The
cumulative incidence of developing epilepsy during an individual's life span is
between 3 to 5%. It has been estimated that there are approximately 350,000
people with a diagnosis of epilepsy in the UK (Brown and Betts, 1994). The
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highest incidence rates are observed in neonates and young children, with a
second peak in old age (Shorvon, 2000).

Epilepsy is considered to be a symptom rather than a disease (Lishman,
1987), with a large number of diverse aetiologies which have been associated
with the onset. Where a cause can be identified it has been associated with a
variety of aetiologies including inherited genetic disorders and acquired or
congenital disorders such as: brain damage; acute and chronic infections; and
cerebrovascular disease. In a large proportion of cases, the aetiology may
remain unknown (Lishman, 1987).

Given the number of different possible aetiologies and factors which influence
the effect of epilepsy there is considerable variability in the severity and clinical
features of difficulties which can be associated with it (Shorvon, 2000). On a
psychological level, behavioural and emotional difficulties have been reported.
These difficulties have been proposed to be the interaction of brain damage
which has led to the onset of the epilepsy, the effects of anti-epileptic
medications to control the seizures and the psychosocial effects of living with a
stigmatising disorder (Baker, 1997). This last difficulty may influence many
areas of a person's life, for example, by placing restrictions on vocational or
leisure interests, either as a result of the epilepsy or through other people being
overprotective and denying the person the opportunity for typical everyday
activities (Betts, 1998). Epilepsy, therefore, can be considered to have significant
social effects. Indeed, in a recent survey of more than 5,000 people with epilepsy
living in 15 European countries 51% reported feeling stigmatised (Baker et al,
2000).
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Cognitive difficulties have also been frequently reported. These impairments have
been noted to arise in a range of areas of cognitive functioning, including general
intelligence, language, executive function, and memory (Oxbury, 2000). These
difficulties too can have far reaching psychosocial implications. A link has been
found between level of cognitive functioning and quality of life (Trimble, 1994),
with cognitive function shown in many chronic conditions, including epilepsy, to be
related to vocational and educational achievements. The effect of impairments in
cognitive functioning, however, is not straightforward and, as Trimble (1994) notes,
this will be mediated by an individual's life situation and the demands placed upon
their cognitive abilities. In addition, cognitive impairments are considered to be
multi-factorial in origin (Betts, 1998), with a large number of factors proposed to
exert an influence. These include variables relating to the epilepsy, such as age of
onset, type, and duration; anti-epileptic medication; and the nature and location of
the underlying pathology

(Oxbury,

2000). Additional

effects on

cognitive

functioning have also been considered to occur through a direct effect of epilepsy on
mood (Quiske et al., 2000) and motivation which may in turn contribute to learning
and cognitive impairments (Betts, 1998).

The most predominant cognitive complaint made by people with epilepsy is
memory difficulties (Corcoran and Thompson 1992a; Loiseau gr of., 1988). In a
survey completed by a large group of people with epilepsy 54% rated their memory
as a moderate or severe nuisance. In contrast, only 23% of a control group rated their
memory in this way (Corcoran and Thompson, 1992a). The three most frequent
memory problems reported in this survey were 'finding a word is on the tip of the
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tongue', 'having to go back and check you have done something' and 'forgetting when
you were told something yesterday or a few days ago'.

Focwj'

rgvzgw

The identification of memory difficulties in people with epilepsy has important
clinical implications in terms of issues relating to quality of life and managing
everyday memory difficulties. This review will, therefore, focus on the memory
impairments experienced. Many of these studies have developed from a cognitive
neuroscience perspective and have attempted to understand the form of deficits and
how this can inform models of memory. A more clinical perspective is also evident,
in which studies have employed neuropsychological assessments of memory in
epilepsy to inform investigations of lateralisation of cerebral dysfunction prior to
surgery for intractable epilepsy. The primary aim of this paper is to review the
neuropsychological studies reported from these perspectives, to highlight their
findings and to discuss their implications for our understanding of memory
impairments in epilepsy.

Before beginning to outline the literature, the extensive nature of the studies in
epilepsy means that it is important to clarify the area which this review will cover.
Firstly, studies which have explored memory functioning in epilepsy can be
separated into those which have examined the presence of transient memory
impairments experienced during a seizure and those which have explored the more
permanent memory difficulties which people experience between seizures. The
focus, here, will concentrate on this latter form of memory deficits as this form of
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impairment of functioning is considered to be clinically more meaningful and
reflects the experience of the everyday memory difficulties for the individual.

Secondly, because of the considered importance of temporal lobe structures
to memory, a significant proportion of memory in epilepsy literature relates to
studies involving people with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLB) (Goldstein, 1997).
People with TLB have a unilateral epileptic focus as a result of damage to the
temporal lobes, often arising from lesions to the hippocampus. Within these
studies, many also include people who have undergone some form of unilateral
temporal lobe resection, most typically a temporal lobectomy, to control
intractable epilepsy. The review will reflect this focus within the literature
although, where possible, studies involving people with other types of epilepsy
will be described.
Memory and epilepsy
Studies of the association between memory and epilepsy have increasingly
become a focus for cognitive neuroscience research in epilepsy over the past 40
years. From this perspective researching memory impairments in people with
epilepsy has been suggested to be very important for memory research, as
"focal epileptic disorders often affect cerebral subsystems that are very
important for (at least declarative) memory, namely the frontotemporal limbic
system & the temporal prefontal neocortex" (Helmstaedter and Kurthen, 2001)
(sic). As Synder (1997) notes, people with TLB are seen to provide a "natural
laboratory" for the study of human memory, for both investigating the
distribution and functional organisation of the cerebral subsystems of memory
and testing cognitive and anatomical models.

q/^vgr6aZ

Mon-ver^aZ Tfigmo/^

Studies which have investigated the learning and later retrieval of new
information in people with TLB comprise a large part of the literature.
Numerous studies have shown

that

people with TLB have a memory

impairment when compared to controls or people with other focal epilepsy
(Oxbury, 2000). The most consistent findings reported are of verbal memory
deficits on story recall and word list learning tasks in people with left TLB
(Delaney et al, 1980; Giovagnoli et al, 1996; Giovagnoli and Avanzini, 1999;
Hermann et al., 1987; Hermann et ai, 1997), and specifically left TLB as a result
of hippocampal sclerosis (Baxendale et al., 1998a; Saling et al, 1993). There
have also been reports of non-verbal memory problems on figure memory tests
in people with right TLB (Delaney et al., 1980; Helmstaedter et al., 1991), and
specifically for right TLB due to hippocampal sclerosis (Baxendale et al, 1998a).
This material-specific deficit has also been demonstrated for recognition
memory

using

the

words

and

faces of the Recognition

Memory

Test

(Warrington, 1984) in people who have undergone a temporal lobectomy
(Morris gf oA, 1995). However, there are inconsistencies in the reports and
studies have reported failure to find selective deficits, both for a non-verbal
material-specific effect for people with right TLB (Giovagnoli and Avanzini,
1999; Hermann et al., 1987), and a verbal deficit in people with left TLB
(Goldstein, 1997). Possible explanations for the discrepancies within these
reports are differences in the test protocols (Goldstein, 1997; Loiseau et al,
1988), task demands (Saling et al., 1993), and heterogeneity in the groups
(BSxsendiatecMa^jtlDSBa)above studies other reports have observed that people
with TLB referred to neuropsychological services for an evaluation of memory
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difficulties perform at average or higher than average levels (Thompson and
Corcoran, 1992). These conflicting findings may, again, be due to differences in
the participant groups included, possibly due to the services through which
people are recruited.

Memory in TLB has also been investigated over a longer time period than
that assessed by conventional memory tests. Blake ef aZ. (2000) used a
prospective study of very long-term verbal memory to test recall after a
retention interval of 8 weeks. Despite people with TLB showing normal learning
and retention on the task over a 30 minute interval when first assessed, the
performance of participants with left TLB was below that of participants with
right TLB and controls when tested several weeks later. Similar findings have
also been reported for a difference in performance across a shorter time
interval. Whilst no difference was found between a group of participants with
epilepsy (comprising participants with TLB and people who had undergone a
temporal lobectomy) and controls, for recall of a word list after a 30 minute
delay, participants with TLB showed a disproportionate impairment when
tested following a delay of 24 hours (Martin et ai,

1991). No difference in

performance was found between people with left or right temporal lobe epileptic
focus.
Single case studies provide detailed accounts of the memory difficulties
experienced by people with epilepsy. Kapur et al. (1997) described a woman
with TLB who presented with complaints of memory problems for events which
had occurred over the previous 3-24 months. Her difficulties had significant
psychosocial

implications

as

she

found

herself

inhibited

in

her

social
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conversation due to difficulties recalling past information about friends. Her
difficulties were reflected in her test performance. On standard memory and
cognitive tasks her performance was found to be excellent and on a prospective
memory test was found to be similar to controls following a 30 minute delay.
However, after a 6 week delay she showed a significant impairment and indeed
reported no recollection of the testing having taken place.

The above studies provide evidence to suggest that ongoing seizure activity
may contribute to memory impairment by disrupting processes involved in the
consolidation of newly acquired information (Bergin etal, 2000). This argument
was supported in a recent study by Jokeit et al (2001) in which people with TLB
were assessed on a word-position learning task during video EEG monitoring.
The study found impaired performance in people with left TLB if they had
experienced a seizure in the preceding 24 hours. From this finding it was
concluded that seizures can impair the consolidation of memories beyond the
memory deficits caused by the underlying pathology.

Tests of remote memory concern the ability to recall past information and
typically either examine performance on autobiographical memory tests or tests
of public knowledge and famous people. People with epilepsy have reported that
they cannot remember events from the past and often find the loss of their
memories distressing (Upton et al, 1992). A clear example of the psychosocial
implications of this form of memory difficulty was indicated in the single case
example above described by Kapur gf aZ. (1997).

Memory
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However, there has been relatively little research into the effects of epilepsy on
remote memory (Bergin et al, 2000). This may be due, in part, to the fact that
standard neuropsychological assessments of memory carried out in Epilepsy Services
are unlikely routinely to assess memory for past events. Research in this area is also
methodologically more difficult as it is not possible to control for, and easily
measure, task variables that may influence memory performance (Butters and
Cermak, 1986; Gloor, 1997). The research in people with TLB which has been
carried out in this area has shown variability in the findings.

Viskontas et al. (2000) tested 25 individuals with unilateral TLB with a range of
aetiologies, who were either being assessed for, or had already undergone, surgery.
They found that the participants with epilepsy performed significantly worse than
controls on the autobiographical incidents component of the Autobiographical
Memory Interview (Kopelman et al., 1990), whilst there was no difference on the
personal semantic items. Within the epilepsy group no significant differences in the
autobiographical incidents task were found to be associated with the epilepsy
variables, including age of onset, preoperative versus postoperative status, and
affected hemisphere performance. The findings also demonstrated a lack of a
temporal gradient to the autobiographical memory deficit, with the impairment
extending into early childhood. Similarly Barnett et al. (2000) found retrieval of
autobiographical memory in people with chronic epilepsy to be impaired on an
autobiographical fluency task. However, in this study epilepsy variables were not
assessed and the epilepsy group used was somewhat heterogeneous. In a more
homogenous group of people with TLB some effect of the hemisphere of
epileptogenic focus on autobiographical memory performance was reported by Blake

(1999). Scores for people with a left temporal lobe focus for their epilepsy were
found to be below those with a right temporal focus on the early part of the
autobiographical incidents section of the Autobiographical Memory Interview
(Kopelman et al, 1990) but the difference did not reach statistical significance.

Remote memory performance on tests of both autobiographical memory and
memory for public events was assessed by Barr et al. (1990). Two groups of people
who had undergone a left or right unilateral temporal lobectomy were tested, along
with a matched control group without epilepsy. The tests included recognition of
famous faces and recognition of past television programmes as well as public event
knowledge and autobiographical knowledge. The group who had undergone a left
temporal lobectomy was found to perform consistently worse than both the group
who had undergone a right temporal lobectomy or controls on these tests. However, a
ceiling effect was noted to for these latter two groups. A similar remote memory
impairment was reported by O'Connor ef aZ. (1999). Again, the left temporal
lobectomy group were found to perform worse than the right temporal lobectomy
group on a factual public events test, although in this study performance on an
autobiographical memory test was found to be equal across the groups.

In people with TLB memory for public events, for both recall and recognition was
found to be impaired when compared to controls (Ratti et al, 1992). Unlike the
previous studies no significant difference was found between participants with left
and right hemisphere seizure focus. Interestingly, this study compared events from
both before and after the onset of the epilepsy. The remote memory loss was found to
be more marked for the years after onset, supporting accounts of memory
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consolidation difficulties in epilepsy. In a recent study, people with TLE were found
to be significantly impaired when compared with people with extratemporal epilepsy
and primary generalised epilepsy as well as controls on a test of public event
memory (Bergin et al, 2000). The performance of the people with other types of
epilepsy was similar to that of the controls, suggesting that the impairment observed
in the TLE group was not related simply to the presence of epilepsy. As with the
previous study, there was no significant difference between the performance of
people whose seizures arose from the left or right hemisphere. The absence of a
selective deficit in this study was attributed to the potential verbal and visual
components of memory for public events (Bergin et al., 2000). Within remote
memory, the ability to recognise and identify famous faces across four time periods
was found to significantly differ between people with left or right TLE (Seidenberg
et al, 2002). While the left TLE group was able to recognise and give semantic
information about the famous faces but showed a selective impairment for naming,
the right TLE group showed an impairment for all three areas. The difference across
the findings reported here would seem to suggest that the form of deficit found
within these studies is strongly related to the specific method of assessment used.

In summary, studies of memory functioning in epilepsy have reported a higher
prevalence of neuropsychological dysfunction in people with epilepsy than is found
in the general population (Kwan and Brodie, 2001). There is a great deal of
inconsistency within these accounts, however, with reports of performance within
normal limits on standard neuropsychological tests also being observed (Thompson
and Corcoran, 1992). Within the studies which have reported the presence of
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memory impairments there is considerable evidence of a lateralised material-specific
deficit in people with TLB but again inconsistencies have been demonstrated which
may relate to the groups included and tasks administered. In addition, studies have
shown that epilepsy may affect the long-term consolidation of memories leading to
normal levels of performance over short intervals but a memory deficit for the
information when tested later. Finally, impairments in remote memory have also
been demonstrated, both for autobiographical memory, and memory for public
events, although the picture in terms of hemisphere lateralisation is unclear.

Limitations of the research literature
Many of the studies which report evidence of memory impairments in epilepsy make
comment about the range of factors which may be associated with memory
performance. These factors include the underlying pathologies, neuronal discharges,
anti-epileptic medication, and psychosocial issues (e.g. Baxendale et al,
Corcoran and Thompson,

1998a;

1993). The multifactorial nature of the memory

impairments highlights the methodological difficulty of controlling for all the
possible influencing variables related to the epilepsy which may influence memory
performance. The inability to control for these variables within the studies limits the
meaningful interpretation of the results. Thus, while an association can be noted
between epilepsy and memory, any explanation in terms of causation can not
necessarily be implied. These other variables, therefore, could also be considered to
represent factors which may have produced test results similar to those reported in
the above studies. Other common methodological problems within these studies
relate to the participant groups used and the limitations of the neuropsychological
tests (Dodrill, 1992). This next section will consider these confounding variables in
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more detail and will make comment on studies which have demonstrated the effect
these may have on memory performance.

Anti-epileptic medication
There is a growing interest in the impact of anti-epileptic medication on people with
epilepsy, in particular, in the extent to which it exerts an effect on cognitive and
behavioural functioning (Gillham and Cull, 1997). Conflicting accounts are reported
within the literature. Some studies report that anti-epileptic treatments consistently
produce adverse, albeit subtle, cognitive consequences (Gillham et al, 1990). Other
studies, however, have reported that when cognitive deterioration is explored
longitudinally no mental losses are shown over 5 years in individuals on established
drugs with concentrations within the target ranges and in the absence of an active
seizure disorder (Dodrill and Wilensky, 1992).

The adverse effects of anti-epileptic medication have been found to be particularly
prominent in people receiving polytherapy (Kwan and Brodie, 2001), higher dosages,
and higher anti-epileptic drug blood levels (Loring and Meador, 2001). Indeed,
studies have shown that a reduction in the number of anti-epileptic drugs, or a change
to monotherapy, can result in cognitive and behavioural improvement (Gillham and
Cull, 1997). This improvement, however, is suggested to be mediated by the
beneficial effects on seizure frequency, which is also considered to influence
memory and cognition (see section below). Thus, although a lot of negative effects of
anti-epileptic treatments on functioning have been reported, medication has been
noted also to have a positive effect through increased seizure control (Kwan and
Brodie, 2001; Loring and Meador, 2001).

New drug treatments, introduced in the last 10 years, are considered to have
less cognitive side effects than the older, well established drugs (Brunbech and
Sabers, 2002; Loring and Meador, 2001), with all but one showing little effect
on memory (Helmstaedter and Kurthen, 2001). The effects of these new
treatments, however, have yet to be systematically studied (Loring and Meador,
2001). Methodological problems with the studies carried out also reduce the
significance of the findings (Brunbech and Sabers, 2002; Gillham and Cull,
1997). Investigations into the effects of medication have failed to take account of
the other variables which may also affect memory and other areas of cognition,
such as variables related to the epilepsy or mood (Brunbech and Sabers, 2002).
Furthermore, there has been wide variation in the cognitive assessments used
and this has hindered the comparison of findings between studies (Gillham and
Cull, 1997). Further extensive systematic studies are called for which can
improve on these methodologies (Thompson, 2001).
q/'fAg groups

m rAg

Research in epilepsy, including that on anti-epileptic medications, has only been
carried out on a very restricted range of participants. Studies of cognitive
functioning in epilepsy often exclude people on the basis of IQ which prevents
understanding of the full picture in terms of the effects on neuropsychological
functioning (Oxbury, 2000). The participant samples used in these studies have
frequently recruited people through large medical centres and as a result
individuals with difficult to control epilepsy may be over represented within
these groups which could make a large difference to the findings (Dodrill, 1992).
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With regard to anti-epileptic medications, there has been no investigation of
the effects in older adults or in people with learning disabilities, despite both of
these groups representing significant populations within epilepsy (Gillham and
Cull, 1997). These restrictions are clinically very significant since cognitive or
behavioural effects of the epilepsy, or medication, would have the greatest
influence on these very groups, in whom cognitive functioning may, to some
extent, already be compromised (Betts, 1998).

As was noted earlier, a large proportion of the studies of memory in epilepsy
have focused on the level of functioning in people with TLB. The extensive study
of this population has been due to the well known relationship between
temporal lobes and memory, and the frequent reporting of studies involving the
assessment of people with unilateral seizures in the temporal lobes being
considered for temporal lobectomy (Oxbury, 1997). However, because of the
interest in exploring the cerebral lateralisation of memory functions in people
with unilateral TLB, there has been little research into the neuropsychological
deficits of individuals whose seizures arise in both temporal lobes (Oxbury,
2000). This absence of research is despite the fact that bilateral temporal lobe
damage is consistently associated with severe amnesia (Fujii et al, 2000; Gloor,
1997).
Furthermore, interest in memory impairments in people with TLB has not
been matched in other epilepsy groups, with studies failing to investigate
memory difficulties in these populations. This is despite the fact that when the
level of memory complaints made by people with epilepsy has been compared

between people with TLB and those with other seizure disorders, or between
groups of left and right temporal lobe focus, no differences have been found
(Corcoran and Thompson, 1993).

Studies have also shown that seizure type can have a determining influence on
cognitive performance, but the findings are inconsistent (Kwan and Brodie,
2001) and appear to depend on the type of cognitive functioning assessed. Both
complex partial seizures (the type of seizure typically occurring in TLB) and
secondary generalised seizures have been noted to be associated with cognitive
impairments in memory (Prevey et al, 1998; Pulliainen et al, 2000). People with
generalised seizures have often also been found to be impaired on tests of
concentration and attention which can indirectly affect memory performance
(Trimble, 1994).
Brom pafAo/og);
Many of the studies investigating memory in epilepsy have used heterogeneous
groups which included people with a variety of pathologies (Oxbury, 2000).
Even within the studies of people with TLB the aetiology, extent and nature of
the underlying pathologies is varied (Baxendale er oA, 1998a). This clearly poses
difficulties for the interpretation of the findings since any memory deficits
identified may be due to the underlying brain pathology responsible for the
epilepsy

(Loiseau

et ai,

1988;

Sander

and

Hart,

1997). Furthermore,

pathological processes in epilepsy have been found to alter the cerebral
organisation of memory functioning (Dupont et al, 2000) which may make the
interpretation of results in mixed pathology groups difficult. A focus on specific
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pathologies within the studies has been noted in the last ten years (Oxbury,
2000), particularly for people with unilateral hippocampal sclerosis, which
represents a step towards improving this problem.

The move towards single pathology groups is also called for by research that
suggests that different pathologies underlying the epileptic focus can lead to
different cognitive consequences, even if at the same anatomical site (Kwan and
Brodie, 2001). An example of this is hippocampal sclerosis, which has been
found to be associated with a greater impairment in intelligence, academic
achievement, language and visuospatial functions than

other pathologies

(Hermann et al, 1997). Furthermore, the severity of the pathology has also been
found to have an effect. The greater the degree of left hippocampal sclerosis, the
more severe the extent of the verbal memory deficits (Kilpatrick et al, 1997).

In contrast to these findings, however, Giovagnoli and Avanzini (1999)
argued that the pathological characteristics and location of any lesion were not
found to be important in determining learning and memory in groups of
participants with lesion al or cryptogenic TLB once clinical and treatment
factors were taken into account. The conclusions from these findings were that
it was the epileptic discharges, rather than the lesions, which affected memory
functioning.

People whose seizures are poorly controlled have been reported to experience
greater memory impairments, with seizures having a direct effect on cognitive
functioning (Giovagnoli and Avanzini, 1999). Dodrill (1986) found that a history
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of status epilepticus, or more than 100 individual convulsions, was associated
with decreased functioning across the areas of intelligence, neuropsychological
functioning, emotional adjustment and psychosocial functioning. These findings
suggest that studies need to match for seizure frequency when assessing memory
in epilepsy. Seizures have also been argued to disturb cognitive functioning for a
period after a seizure, sometimes for several days (Loiseau gf aZ., 1988). If
seizures occur frequently Loiseau et al. (1988) have suggested that cognitive
functioning may not have an opportunity to recover. Few studies make
reference to the time period between the neuropsychological testing and the
individual's last seizure, yet according to this view, this may significantly affect
a person's ability to perform the tasks.

Seizures themselves have also been suggested to cause brain damage if they
are prolonged or frequent (Sander and Hart, 1997). In other cases, subictal
seizure activity may occur frequently and although this may be insufficient to
cause clinical seizures, the discharges may interrupt the mechanisms of memory
and learning (Betts, 1998; Loiseau gf aZ., 1988; Sander and Hart, 1997). Some
attempts to assess the impact of this have used EEG recordings to assess the
degree to which epileptic activity may be occurring (Jokeit et al, 2001). Clearly,
however, this is very invasive, and could only be used to assess the effect of any
epileptic activity over very short durations.

Agg
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The age of onset of the epilepsy can be a significant factor for memory
performance as this can modify the norma] functional organisation of the brain
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(Loiseau et al, 1988). The occurrence of seizure activity during critical periods
of neural development has been considered to result in chronic cognitive
difficulties (Rice and Barone, 2000). A difference in neuropsychological test
performance has been found between people with early onset (0-5 years) and
late onset (10 years and over) TLB (Lespinet et al, 2002). People with early
onset TLB showed major verbal and non-verbal deficits, whereas the late onset
group showed minor specific deficits which adhered to the material-specific
lateralisation, with verbal deficits in people with left TLB and non-verbal
deficits in people with right TLB.

Surgical treatment of epilepsy carried out specifically to control focal epileptic
seizures has increased over the last decade. The most common resective
procedure is a temporal lobectomy carried out for people with intractable
partial seizures related to TLB (Betts, 1998). Surgery has been found to have
serious negative side-effects on memory (Baxendale et al., 1998b; Helmstaedter
and Kurthen, 2001). Verbal memory deficits have been reliably found following
surgery in people with left sided dominance (Brisk and Milner, 1990; Lee et al.,
2002) and non-verbal memory deficits have been found, but less consistently so,
in people following right non-dominant operations (Jones-Gotman, 1986). The
extent of the impairment following surgery has been attributed to the damage
or removal of brain tissues still involved in memory functioning, the brain's
ability to cope with the damage and the secondary effects of successful seizure
control (Helmstaedter and Kurthen, 2001). Postoperative shrinkage of the
remnant hippocampus may also affect memory (Baxendale gf aZ., 2000).
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Studies of memory in epilepsy have found that the level of reported difficulties can
appear

inconsistent

with

functioning on

neuropsychological

memory

tests

(Thompson and Corcoran, 1992; Upton et al., 1992). These observations have led to
suggestions that a discrepancy exists between the frequent complaints of memory
difficulties made by people with epilepsy and level of performance, which is often
within normal limits on standard neuropsychological tests of memory (Vermeulen et
al, 1993). This discrepancy has been explained in terms of a tendency for people
with epilepsy to overestimate the level of their difficulty due to neurosis (Vermeulen
et ai, 1993), or to be unduly anxious about minor memory problems (Sander and
Hart, 1997). For example, in 150 people with epilepsy no correlation was found
between a memory questionnaire and performance on memory tests (Piazzini et al,
2001). The tendency for the group with epilepsy to overstate memory problems was
found to be highly related to levels of depression and anxiety, whereas it was not
associated with the type or duration of the epilepsy. Whilst this finding highlights the
significance of emotional factors in influencing people's perceptions, other possible
explanations related to the insensitivity of the memory tests and questionnaires for
identifying everyday memory problems should not be overlooked. In this study
seizure frequency was found to be related to mood, and, as has been shown in the
early section, this can also exert a direct effect on memory performance and may
have influenced these findings.

Other studies have disputed the suggestion that high levels of reported memory
problems are simply an exaggeration caused by low mood (Corcoran and Thompson,
1992b). This investigation of reported levels of memory problems compared
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retrospective reports with prospective recordings of everyday memory failures. The
results demonstrated that far from overemphasising memory problems people with
epilepsy were found actually to underestimate them. The discrepancy in these
findings could be related to differences in the groups of people with epilepsy tested.
This study also used a very different approach to assessing the level of memory
difficulties through the use of a retrospective memory questionnaire and a
prospective memory checklist which was completed daily rather than standard
neuropsychological tests.

Attribution of cognitive deficits
One possible explanation for the performance-complaint discrepancy is differences
in what people mean when they report memory difficulties. The inspection of
responses in one self-report study of memory in people with epilepsy suggested that
other cognitive problems, including language and organisational difficulties, were
underlying or contributing to the reported difficulties, but were being misattributed to
memory by the participants (Corcoran and Thompson, 1993). In line with this,
cognitive deficits in naming (Mayeux et al, 1980), effortful or controlled processing
(O'Shea et al,

1996), or general retrieval (Hermann et ai,

1988), have all been

suggested to underlie reported memory deficits. These discrepancies are, therefore,
suggested to arise from the fact that people base their assessment of their memory
performance on verbal behaviours and subjective memory theories, rather than
according to a definition of memory from a neuropsychological perspective
(Helmstaedter and Elger, 2000).
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An association between mood and memory performance is well known. In epilepsy,
as has been noted, temporal lobe damage has been proposed as a predisposing factor
for mood disorders in focal epilepsy (Quiske et ai, 2000). A correlation between
perceived cognitive functioning and mood has been noted (Elixhauser et al, 1999;
Piazzini et al., 2001), and people with epilepsy who report memory problems have
been found to be more likely to feel depressed and anxious, as well as having a later
age of onset of seizures (Corcoran and Thompson, 1993). The extent to which
emotional factors have been considered to increase reports of memory difficulties has
varied. Giovagnoli et al. (1997) suggested that while the subjective perception of
memory failure did reflect an objective memory impairment, the level of reported
difficulty was increased by emotional factors and low self-esteem.

vaZzWiZy q//Memory
The validity of the different tests and questionnaires being employed in the studies
has been questioned. Memory questionnaires used to obtain self-reported levels of
difficulty have been criticised because of their generally weak correlations with more
traditional neuropsychological tests (Thompson, 1997). Indeed, the information
provided by memory tests has been argued to be qualitatively different to that
provided by self-report measures (Elixhauser gf aZ., 1999).

Clinical tests of memory used to look at the learning and recall of verbal and nonverbal material may not be equally difficult and a wide variety of different tests, both
standardised and experimental, have been used. Furthermore, some of these tests
may not measure what they purport to, for example non-verbal test performance can
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often be mediated by the use of verbal strategies to aid recall of information
(Giovagnoli and Avanzini, 1999). This has led to calls for the development of better
standardised tests (Oxbury, 2000). These assessments also tend to focus on the shortterm/long-term memory distinction with tasks which measure memory either after
seconds or minutes. Whilst, these assessments are designed to be sensitive to
memory impairments in the typical amnesic syndrome they have been argued to be
unsuitable for assessing memory in epilepsy (Blake et al, 2000). As Bergin et al.
(2000) point out, memory may be intact over relatively short periods, but, due to
difficulties in the long-term consolidation of information may be impaired over
longer intervals. Moreover, the tests used may not be sensitive to subtle impairments
in everyday memory functioning experienced by people with epilepsy (Fujii et aL,
2000; Sander and Hart, 1997), with a wider cognitive assessment necessary in people
presenting with memory difficulties (Thompson and Corcoran, 1992). Tests of
remote memory have also been criticised because the nature of the items makes
rigorous quantitative assessment more difficult (Gloor, 1997), with difficulties
accounting for differences in peoples experiences or exposure to public events
(Bergin et aL, 2000).

Suggestions for future research
This review has demonstrated the wide range of different factors considered to be
related to memory impairments in epilepsy. The many different variables associated
with memory deficits have implications for causal explanations of the presence of
memory impairments. Future studies are required which attempt to constrain as many
of these different variables as possible. Clearly, this is difficult to achieve. However,
some possible solutions for reducing the number of confounding variables have been
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demonstrated within studies and appear to represent improvements for future
research methodologies.

Stricter inclusion criteria to constrain neuropsychological assessment for people
who have not undergone surgery to control their epilepsy would remove the possible
additional effects of damage caused by the surgery on memory performance. An
alternative strategy may be to assess people both before and after surgery to examine
the extent to which the surgery may have influenced cognitive deficits. The
introduction of studies in which there is a single pathology for the epilepsy
(Baxendale et al,

1998a; Oxbury, 2000) is also an important methodological

development. Additional categorisation according to all these different epilepsyrelated variables is important, and will increase the homogeneity of the groups.
However, it will also lead to many small subgroups which will inevitably result in
small numbers within the studies (Baxendale et al, 1998a).

The assessment of people prior to starting anti-epileptic medication will control
for the possible effects of medication. Studies which have used this approach have
developed strict inclusion criteria which required participants to be recently
diagnosed adults who were not yet taking anti-epileptic medications (Prevey et al.,
1998; Pulliainen et al, 2000). The additional benefits of this approach were the
control of variables relating to the epilepsy, such as early age of onset and long
durations of epilepsy, as well as the effect of anti-epileptic medication. In studies in
which strict inclusion criteria such as these are not possible, selecting participants
well stabilised on medication may be another means of constraining the effects,
particularly if the types and dosages of medication being taken are controlled for.
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While constraining the inclusion criteria for the groups allows more homogenous
participant groups, more studies are required in which neuropsychological
investigations are carried out for other groups of people with epilepsy, such as those
with other seizure types. In addition, future studies must address the relationship
between memory and functioning for groups of people with epilepsy who have been
overlooked up till now, such as older adults and people with learning disabilities.
More consideration needs to be given to the tests included within these studies, with
more comprehensive batteries of assessments being required (Goldstein, 1997).
Further neuropsychological test development with standardisation and validation is
called for to enable cognitive profiles to be supported by neuroimaging and
neurophysiological test data (Goldstein and Cull, 1997). These tests need to be
included as part of a wider cognitive assessment which takes account of the nature of
self-reported memory difficulties and mood as well neuropsychological test
performance (Thompson and Corcoran, 1992).

This review of the literature demonstrates that, despite ever expanding research
into epilepsy, we still do not know how factors such as the type and duration of
epilepsy are associated with the level of reported memory difficulties, and to what
extent these may act as mediating factors. This means that we are, as yet, unable to
predict the level of difficulty that people may experience as a result of their epilepsy.

Clinical implications
The research outlined within this review has investigated the association between
epilepsy and cognitive functioning, with particular regard to memory and the way
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that this may inform models of human memory. However, after widespread
reports of the presence of memory difficulties, with varying patterns in deficits
described, there appear to be very few reports of rehabilitation interventions
aimed at ameliorating these reported difficulties. As Thompson (1997) notes,
sessions that focus on memory strategies may be useful where people with
epilepsy are experiencing memory difficulties. The contribution of memory
performance to quality of life in people with TLB would also support
psychological interventions and training in memory strategies (Giovagnoli and
Avanzini, 2000). The reports of psychological interventions, however, have had
a number of methodological limitations and further studies are required to
investigate the benefit of these approaches (Ramaratnam et al, 2002). For
interventions focused on tackling memory difficulties, techniques need to be
drawn f r o m other areas of neuropsychological rehabilitation, such as the brain
injury field. Both internal and external memory strategies may be applicable
here to compensate for memory difficulties, with the one suggested to be of most
value for people with epilepsy being the use of a drug wallet (Thompson, 1997).
At the present time the lack of emphasis on rehabilitation strategies for people
with epilepsy may be due to the need to first establish the extent of the difficulty.
Until some of the discrepancies between the research accounts are overcome it
may be difficult to develop clinical research programmes into psychological
interventions and memory rehabilitation for people with epilepsy.

Conclusions
Evidence in favour of a memory impairment in epilepsy is variable. The
majority of the evidence does suggest that people with epilepsy experience

memory deficits and that the type of information affected is dependent on the
hemisphere of epileptic focus, but these findings are not robust and consistent.
Further research is called for which controls for the multi-factorial nature of
cognitive impairments in epilepsy. From the studies described it appears that
there has been a strong tendency to fail to control for many factors related to
the epilepsy when recruiting study participants. Within the studies people are
only distinguished either on the basis of hemisphere focus for the epilepsy or,
slightly better, the brain region identified as the focus, with many of the other
influencing variables not accounted for. More accurate measurement of the
level of difficulty is also necessary through the use of tests which are more
sensitive to the longer-term memory consolidation deficits identified. Future
research is required which constrains the possible confounds associated with
researching epilepsy variables, such as severity of the epilepsy, or the antiepileptic medication, in order to provide more meaningful findings.
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Summary
Epilepsy is associated with a number of impairments in cognitive functioning, with
memory being the most widely reported of these. While most studies have focused
on new learning, a few investigations have reported significant remote memory
impairments in people with temporal lobe epilepsy. In the present study, people with
left and right temporal lobe epilepsy due to hippocampal sclerosis were assessed on
three

measures

of

autobiographical

memory.

The

tests

comprised

the

Autobiographical Memory Interview, a modified version of the Crovitz test which
compared personal memories and memories for public events, and a test of Singular
Experiences which assessed familiarity recognition and phenomenological aspects of
autobiographical memory. A mild remote memory deficit was found in the left
temporal lobe epilepsy group, with no deficit in the right temporal lobe epilepsy
group, whose performance was comparable with that of controls. The deficit in the
left temporal lobe epilepsy group was equivalent for both personal episodic and
public semantic memories and showed a relationship to measures of verbal
knowledge and verbal skills.
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Introduction
Epilepsy is a neurological condition characterised by recurrent seizures resulting
from an abnormal electrical paroxysmal discharge in neurons (Cull and Goldstein,
1997). The focus of the epileptic activity may remain localised in the original site
within the brain, or may generalise and spread throughout the cortex. A substantial
body

of

literature

now

exists

which

describes

the

association

between

neuropsychological functioning and epilepsy. Explanations for the presence of
cognitive deficits have included a variety of influencing factors, including the
presumed function of the anatomical site of the seizure focus, the extent of the
pathology (Baxendale et al, 1998), the frequency and type of seizures, the duration
and age of onset of the epilepsy, interictal EEG discharges and the effect of antiepileptic medication (Oxbury, 2000).

The most common cognitive complaint made by people with epilepsy has been
noted to be memory problems (Thompson and Corcoran, 1992). Within epilepsy, the
presence of memory deficits is dependent on the particular type of epilepsy, and such
deficits are particularly prominent in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLB) (Bergin et al,
2000; Thompson, 1997). Indeed, structures within the temporal lobes are considered
to be crucial both for new learning and for storage of recent experiences (Graham
and Hodges, 1997) and there have been many reports of memory deficits following
damage to this area (Gloor, 1997). Findings from a number of studies have provided
evidence to support a material-specificity account of the memory deficits associated
with TLB. Damage to the left temporal lobe has been commonly associated with
verbal memory deficits (Lee et al., 2002), whereas right temporal lobe damage has
been typically associated with non-verbal memory problems (Jones-Gotman et al..
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1997). Although many of these studies has involved people who underwent unilateral
temporal lobe resection for intractable seizures, which clearly involves additional
damage (Helmstaedter and Kurthen, 2001), a similar picture has been found in
people with TLE who have not had surgery. A similar specificity of memory
impairments has again been reported (Delaney et al, 1980; Giovagnoli et al, 1996;
Gleissner et al., 1998; Helmstaedter et al, 1991; Hermann et al., 1987). However,
within this group, discrepancies are apparent within the findings, with failures to find
a non-verbal memory deficit in people with right TLE (Giovagnoli and Avanzini,
1999), or a verbal deficit in people with left TLE (Goldstein, 1997). Explanations for
the discrepancies within these reports have proposed possible differences in the test
protocols (Goldstein, 1997), task demands (Saling et al., 1993), and heterogeneity in
the groups (Baxendale

1998).

Memory has been extensively studied in people with epilepsy. The majority of
studies have explored memory performance through the learning and retention of
new information in the verbal or visual memory domains within a short-term and
long-term time component (Oxbury, 2000; Thompson, 1997), with comparatively
little attention paid to very long-term, or remote, memory (Bergin et al., 2000). The
concept of remote memory is considered to be fractionated into two areas (Greene
and Hodges, 1996), and comprises very long-term, context-free factual, general
semantic memory, and very-long-term context-dependent, personally experienced
episodic memory (Kapur, 1999). The distinction between the two types of memory
has been supported by evidence of single and double dissociations between remote
memory performance on episodic and semantic tasks (Kopelman et al., 1999).
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Commonalities in performance across these areas, however, have also been reported
(Fujii gfaA,2000).

Theories of remote memory processes have largely revolved around two main
competing models, the Standard Model and Multiple Trace Theory, to explain the
mechanisms of storage and retrieval of long-term episodic and semantic memory.
The Standard Model (Squire and Alvarez, 1995) of consolidation draws on evidence
from studies of retrograde amnesia which have described the presence of a temporal
gradient of memory loss, in which memories recently acquired are more affected
than older memories [Ribot's law, (Ribot, 1882)]. Squire and Alvarez (1995) argue
that such evidence supports the idea of a memory consolidation process where
memory traces initially exist in a fragile state which is dependent on the hippocampal
formation. Over time there is a gradual reorganisation of memories by which
memory traces are incorporated into a more permanent neocortically-based memory
system which is then independent of the hippocampal region.

A different view is proposed by Nadel and Moscovitch (1997) who developed a
competing theory. Multiple Trace Theory, to account for the sometimes extensive,
flat retrograde amnesia gradients noted in the literature (e.g. Barr et al,

1990;

Cipolotti et al., 2001) and which cannot be explained by the Consolidation model. In
Multiple Trace Theory it is assumed that the hippocampal formation and the
neocortex remain involved in the storage and retrieval of autobiographical episodic
memory traces for as long as the memories exist. As episodic memory traces age,
they are either lost or form multiple traces in the hippocampal complex through
reactivation over time. The traces are dispersed over wider areas of the medial
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temporal lobe memory system making them more resistant to disruption (Nadel and
Bohbot, 2001).

Research on remote memory is methodologically difficult since one cannot
control and easily measure task variables that may influence memory performance
(Butters and Cermak, 1986; Gloor, 1997). A small number of studies have examined
remote episodic and semantic memory in people with TLB and people who have
undergone temporal lobectomy and have highlighted subtle, and in some cases,
significant, deficits. The tasks used to assess these forms of memory have largely
comprised tests of memory for famous personalities or public events to assess remote
semantic memory, whereas studies of remote episodic memory have investigated
personal autobiographical memories (Kopelman, 2000).

Autobiographical memory has been noted to be impaired in a heterogeneous
group of people with chronic epilepsy using an Autobiographical Fluency Test
(Barnett et al, 2000), and for a group of people following temporal lobectomy (Barr
et ai, 1990). Upton et al. (1992) reported that people with epilepsy complain that
they cannot remember events from the past and often find the loss of their memories
distressing. Interestingly, however, this study found a discrepancy between the
subjective report of autobiographical memory difficulties and objective level of
memory performance on a standardised test of autobiographical memory with similar
performance in individuals with epilepsy and controls. The recall of autobiographical
incidents as assessed by the Autobiographical Memory Interview (Kopelman et al.,
1990) was decreased in a group of people with unilateral TLB, some of who had
undergone temporal lobectomy (Viskontas et al, 2000). A marked impairment of
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autobiographical memory was evident which extended back across the participants
whole life back as far as early childhood. A difference in performance was observed
between the impaired recall of episodic incidents and the ability to answer questions
on personal semantic information about past names of teachers and friends, which
did not significantly differ from that of controls.

When studies have looked at the relationship between affected hemisphere and
remote autobiographical memory performance, the findings are inconclusive. No
effect of hemisphere has been reported, for people with TLB (O'Connor et al., 1999),
or in people with TLB and temporal lobectomy (Viskontas et al., 2000), although a
non-significant trend has been observed in one small group of people with left TLB
(Blake, 1999). An effect of side of hemisphere has been found following temporal
lobectomy with only people who had sustained a left temporal lobectomy showing
impaired performance on questions about individual life events and circumstances
(Barr et al., 1990). However, a ceiling effect was noted for the right temporal
lobectomy group and controls.

Studies have also examined remote semantic memory in epilepsy. These studies
have reported an impairment for people with TLB (Ratti et al., 1992), which has not
been found in people with extratemporal epilepsy (Bergin et al., 2000). The effect of
side of epileptogenic lesion on remote semantic memory is unclear. Previous studies
have reported an absence of a selective deficit in TLB (Bergin et al., 2000; Ratti et
al., 1992), although the presence of a deficit in people who had undergone a left
temporal lobectomy has been reported (Barr et al., 1990; O'Connor et al., 1999).
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The findings of research on very long-term memory functioning in TLB remain
conflicting. Some studies of remote memory report a difference between people with
TLB and controls, or people with epilepsy originating from outside the temporal
lobe, and the extent of a distinction between the performance of people with left or
right hemisphere focus remains unclear. There are two main limitations to the
research carried out in this area so far. Firstly, the participant samples used in the
studies described have been heterogeneous. Some of the studies have grouped people
with different locations of their epilepsy, mixed pathologies, pre and post surgery
cases, and people with different hemisphere foci. Secondly, as noted earlier, the tests
used to assess remote autobiographical memory have been quite insensitive and
limited in number and in the range of autobiographical memories tested.

This study recruited more homogeneous groups to enable a more rigorous
investigation of remote autobiographical memory in people with TLB. The
participants in the study were only people with unilateral hippocampal sclerosis,
which is the most common single pathology underlying intractable TLB (Oxbury,
2000). The study was designed to determine whether there was any difference in
autobiographical memory between people with TLB and controls, and between left
and right TLB pathology. The study also sought to examine whether there were any
differences between the different components of remote autobiographical memory;
and finally, whether there was any relationship between remote autobiographical
memory and clinical neuropsychological variables. Full ethical committee approval
was obtained for this study (Appendix II).
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Method

The study focused on 15 individuals with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLB) due to
unilateral hippocampal sclerosis attending the Epilepsy Clinics associated with the
Wessex Neurological Centre (for details of the recruitment process see Appendix
III). Eight participants had seizures originating in the right temporal lobe (5 male, 3
female), and 7 participants had seizures originating in the left temporal lobe (all
female). Consecutive patients who fitted the classification criteria were invited to
participate

by

letter

from

the

Consultant

Neurologist

or

Consultant

Neuropsychologist. All the participants had seen the Consultant Neurologist and had
the nature of their epilepsy determined by clinical, electrophysiological and
radiological investigations. In all cases, magnetic resonance imaging had shown
unilateral hippocampal sclerosis. None of the participants had episodes of status
epilepticus, nor had they undergone surgical intervention for their epilepsy. Potential
participants were excluded if there was a history of a major psychiatric illness,
alcohol abuse, neurosurgical intervention, head injury or neurological illness other
than epilepsy.

Eight control participants with no history of epilepsy were recruited from
volunteer panels (3 male, 5 female). They were matched to the participants in the left
TLB and the right TLB group for age and IQ (estimated by NART score). There were
no significant differences between the groups for Age (F(2, 20) = .866, p = .436)
Years of Education (F(2, 20) = .1.445, p = .259) or IQ (F(2, 20) = .2.750, p - .080).
Demographic information for all participants is presented in Table 1 (Table 1 near
here).
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A detailed seizure history was obtained from each participant with epilepsy. This
included: age at onset of habitual seizures; duration of epilepsy; presence of febrile
convulsions; seizure frequency over the past 6 months; type and severity of epilepsy;
and anti-epileptic medication. When seen for the study no participants had suffered
any seizure activity during the previous 48 hours. As a group, participants with
epilepsy had a mean age of habitual seizure onset of 13.1 years (SD 11.2, range 1.537.0), with a mean duration of 24.3 years (SD 12.3, range 8.0-47.0) and a mean
frequency of 8.5 seizures per month (SD 9.6, range 0-28). They were taking a mean
of 2 anti-epileptic medications (SD 0.6, range 1-3). The only significant difference
between the groups was in the duration of the epilepsy, with the left TLB group
having a significantly longer duration (t(l3) = 4.4 (equal variance not assumed), p =
.002). The types of seizures participants experienced included: simple partial
seizures; complex partial seizures; secondary generalized seizures; and, generalized
tonic clonic seizures (Table 2 near here).

Informed consent was obtained from all participants (Appendix IV, information
sheets Appendices V and VI). All participants were reimbursed for their travel
expenses. According to custom and practice, an honorarium was offered to control
participants.

A series of neuropsychological assessments was completed by participants with
epilepsy in order to assess variables which may be associated with performance on
autobiographical memory tests.
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This series of tests, with the exception of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale III
Letter-Number Sequencing Test (Wechsler, 1997), was usually administered as part
of routine clinical practice in the Epilepsy Service. Where it was necessary to
complete this assessment, the tests were administered in a separate session lasting
three hours, with breaks, as necessary. The neuropsychological tests comprised the
following: National Adult Reading Test (Nelson, 1991); Adult Memory and
Information Processing Battery (AMIPB) (Coughlan and Hollows, 1985) Story
Recall and Design Learning subtests; Recognition Memory Test (Warrington, 1984)
Faces subtest; Doors and People Memory Test (Baddeley et ai,

1994) Names

Recognition subtest; Verbal Fluency (Lezak, 1995); Category Fluency (Lezak,
1995); Speed and Capacity of Language-Processing Test (SCOLP) (Baddeley et al,
1992) Sentence Comprehension; Graded Naming Test (McKenna and Warrington,
1983); Rey Complex Figure Copy (Meyers and Meyers, 1995); Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale III (WAIS-III) (Wechsler, 1997) - Similarities, Arithmetic,
Information, Digit Symbol, Letter Number Sequencing, Block Design, Matrix
Reasoning; Modified Card Sorting Test (Nelson, 1976); Brixton Spatial Anticipation
Test (Burgess and Shallice, 1997).

Table 3 provides details on the neuropsychological test performance for the
participants with epilepsy'. The neuropsychological data were analysed using
independent t tests, with the exception of the category score from the Modified Card
Sorting Test which was analysed using a Mann Whitney U test as it did not meet the
assumptions of normal distribution required for parametric tests. Significant

1 For the left TLB group n=6 as neuropsychological test data were not available for 1 participant.
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differences were found between the participants with left or right TLB, on the WAIS
III Arithmetic subtest (?(I1) = -2.363, p = .038) for which the right TLB participants
achieved a higher mean score, and the Brixton Spatial Anticipation test error score
(t(l2) = 2.265, p = .043) on which the right TLB group scored significantly less mean
errors. No significant differences were found between the groups on the other tests;
NART FSIQ (f(13) = -.812, p = .432); WAIS-HI Similarities ^(12) = -.522, p =
.611); WAIS-in Information (f(12) = -.553, p = .590); WAIS-III Digit Symbol (^(12)
= -1.491, p = .162); WAIS-III Letter Number Sequencing (f(12) = .180, p = .860);
WAIS-HI Block Design

= -.760, p = .462); WAIS-III Matrix Reasoning (f(12)

= -1.465, p = .169); AMIPB immediate Story Recall (?(12) = -.015, p = .988);
AMIPB delayed Story Recall {t{\2) = -.151, p = .882); AMIPB immediate Design
Learning (?(12) = -.539, p = .600); AMIPB delayed Design Learning {t{l2) = -1.012,
p = .332); AMIPB Design Leaning B {t{\2) = -1.309, p = .215); Recognition
Memory Test Faces (?(12) = .379, p = .712); Doors and People Test Names
Recognition (?(11) = -.627, p = .544); Verbal Fluency (?(12) = -.581, p = .572);
Verbal Fluency Adjusted (f(12) = -.461, /? = .653); Category Fluency (r(12) = -.709, p
= .492); SCOLP Sentence Completion {t{\2) = .326, p = .750); Graded Naming Test
(/(12) = -.844, p = .415); Rey Complex Figure (f(12) = -.228, p = .823); Modified
Card Sorting Test Errors (u(12) = 18.500, p = A91) (Table 3 near here).

2. ExpgnmgMfaZ
Participants completed three autobiographical memory tests including free recall,
cued recall and an autobiographical recognition memory task. These tests took 2
hours to complete and were administered in a single session (for test protocol see
Appendix VII). The tests are described below;
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1. The Autobiographical Incident component of the Autobiographical Memory
Interview (Kopelman et al,

1990) - This is the only published standardised

measure of autobiographical memory. It asks people to describe memories
acquired at different periods of time (childhood, early adulthood and recent past).
This test distinguishes between the two areas of autobiographical memory, with
questions which ask about semantic details (e.g. name of school, friends etc.) and
questions relating to autobiographical episodes (e.g. first day at work).
Performance across the different periods can be compared for degree of detail, to
ascertain whether there are any differences in the level of recall. The
Autobiographical Memory Interview has previously been used in other studies of
remote autobiographical memory in epilepsy (Bergin et al., 2000; Upton et al,
1992). The personal semantics component of the test was not given as this
section of the test has been found to be less sensitive than that dealing with the
recall of incidents (Kapur, 1999; Viskontas et al, 2000). In addition, time
constraints limited the number of autobiographical memory tests that could be
administered.

The administration of the autobiographical incidents questions followed the
procedure outlined given in the test manual, with the exception of question 7,
which asks for an incident from the present hospital or institution. This was
modified according to the test instructions, to allow for questioning in an
outpatient context rather than, as originally designed, for inpatients. Each answer
was scored as 0, 1, 2, or 3 based on the descriptive richness and specificity in
time and place of the response. Standard scoring rules for the test were employed
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and included a set of sample responses and scores. The test produces subtotals for
the time periods of childhood, early adulthood and recent life, with a maximum
score of 9 for each period, as well as a total score.

2. Modified Crovitz Test (Kapur, 2000) (Appendix VIII). This test for assessing
autobiographical episodic memories from people's pasts was originally devised
by Galton (1883) and was adapted by Crovitz and Shiffman (1974). In the
original Crovitz technique, as described by Crovitz and Schiffman (1974)
individuals are presented with a cue word (typically concrete nouns) and asked to
try and recollect a personally experienced incident that could be related to the cue
word. If a general rather than a specific recollection is given the person is
encouraged to try to recall a specific incident. Various forms of this technique
have been described in a range of published studies (e.g. Baddeley and Wilson,
1986; Crovitz, 1986; Williams and Broadbent, 1986; Zola-Morgan et al, 1983).

A list of 12 common English nouns that could potentially evoke either an
episodic (personally experienced) or semantic (public event) memories was read
out to participants. They were asked to describe either a personally experienced
event or a news event that had occurred in a particular time and place, in as much
detail as possible (see Appendix VHI for a list of the nouns used). The
conventional method of scoring these responses adheres to the guidelines
outlined by Crovitz and Shiffman (1974), with responses scored on a 0-3 scale.
Criticisms have been levelled at the insensitivity of this scoring procedure (Nadel
et al, 2000), and recently a more sensitive 0-5 scale has been proposed (Graham
and Hodges, 1997) which allows a greater discrimination of multiple and single
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experiences, and the amount of detail given. Within this study responses were
scored according to both methods (Appendix IX). This comparison demonstrated
the more recent 0-5 scale to be more sensitive, with greater variation in the
scores, and to also have better inter-rater reliability (see results section) and it
was therefore decided to adopt the 0-5 scoring system when reporting scores for
the Modified Crovitz test.

The Crovitz cued recall test has been used in other studies of autobiographical
memory (Baddeley and Wilson, 1986; Moscovitch and Melo, 1997; Williams and
Broadbent, 1986), albeit with different stimulus items, and some differences in
test protocol. Obtaining both personal and public memories using the Modified
Crovitz procedure with identical cue words also enables a comparison of remote
autobiographical memory performance and remote public semantic memories on
a recall test which is matched for task demands. A similar study design has been
reported by Moscovitch and Melo (1997) who used personal and historical cue
words to compare episodic and semantic recall, but in this study different words
were used for the two versions.

Participants' answers were recorded as close to verbatim as possible and were also
tape recorded so that responses could be confirmed later. Following the scoring, the
tapes were erased. A single rater scored all of the questions. To ensure adequate
consistency was present in the marking an independent rater, who was blind to group
membership and the original ratings, scored 25% of the Autobiographical Memory
Interview and Modified Crovitz tests. Inter-rater reliability was calculated using
correlations and crosstabulation tables (see results section).
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3. Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test (Appendix X) - This measure was
designed specifically for the study and is a shortened form of the Singular
Experiences Test (Kapur, 2001) (for details of how this measure was modified
see Appendix XI). This measure assesses autobiographical recognition memory
and is similar to the Life Events Inventory described by Garry et al. (1996). This
test was included to test autobiographical memory using a task with reduced
retrieval demands than other tests such as the Autobiographical Memory
Interview or the Modified Crovitz test. Participants were asked whether or not
they had experienced a number of life events, and to provide further information
on features of their recollection. The test was designed to provide information on
phenomenological aspects of autobiographical memory by obtaining ratings of
the degree to which participants could 'relive' or 'mentally time travel' to the
event in question.

This methodology is similar to that used in other neuropsychological studies of
autobiographical memory that have provided strong retrieval cues through the
use of photographs or event descriptions (e.g. Hodges and McCarthy, 1993;
Kitchener et al., 1998) or through details from informants (e.g. Cermak and
O'Connor, 1983; Evans, 2001; Stringer, 1996).

The Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test was administered orally and required
participants to indicate which of a list of 40 experiences they had experienced.
For each positively identified experience, participants were asked whether this
had occurred once or more than once, and whether they could single out a
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specific occasion when this event happened. If participants were able to identify a
specific incident they were then asked to rate their memory for the experience, in
terms of the amount of detail and imagery they could recall from three verbal
descriptions. The amount of detail was rated on a three point scale ranging from
'know it happened' to 'detailed' (Appendix XII), while the level of imagery was
rated on a three point scale from 'cannot picture' to 'clear' (Appendix XIII).
Finally, participants were asked to give an approximate date or estimation of their
age when the event took place. The Abbreviated Singular Experiences test
produced 6 measures. These were i) the number of events experienced (max =
40), ii) the number of specific events recalled (max = 40), iii) the proportion of
specific events recalled from the number of events experienced, which will
hereafter be referred to as proportion specific events, iv) the mean memory
rating, v) the mean imagery rating, and vi) the time periods from which the
memories were recalled.

The data were analysed using SPSS 10.0 for Windows (2001). For the statistical
analysis an alpha level of 0.05 was used throughout. One-Sample KolomogorovSmirnov tests were performed on all the results to establish whether the assumptions
of a normal distribution to the data were supported (see Appendix XIV). Where
normal distribution was established the data were analysed by means of a 3 (groups:
left TLB, right TLB, and controls) by 3 (time periods: childhood, early adulthood,
and recent life) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). To establish that
there were no differences between the independent variables, one-way ANOVA and
independent t tests were used.
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Where data did not satisfy the assumptions necessary for a normal distribution,
where

possible,

scores

were

transformed using

square

root or

logarithm

transformation, as appropriate. Where ceiling or floor effects were evident in the
data, giving rise to a high frequency of zeros or maximum scores, and
transformations were not possible, nonparametric statistics Mann-Whitney U tests or
Kruskal-Wallis tests were used. The inter-rater reliability data were not normally
distributed and were analysed using Spearman's Rho and Crosstabulation tables.

To allow comparative analyses between the autobiographical memory measures
and the neuropsychological test results scaled score data were used. This was not
always available, with some tests giving only age related percentiles (e.g. AMIPB).
In these instances a scaled score was derived using means and SD from published
norms. Correlations were carried out between tasks considered to assess verbal and
visual memory, language, naming and semantic information, and executive function.

In order to examine the dating of the episodes recalled for the Modified Crovitz
test and Abbreviated Singular Experiences test, a procedure outlined in Zola-Morgan
et al. (1983) was adopted. The number of memories recalled in each time period was
calculated as a percentage of the total number of memories elicited from each
participant. It was, therefore, possible to ascertain the presence of any temporal
gradient in the memory loss shown by the participant, independently of the total
number of memories recalled. On the Personal memories version of the Modified
Crovitz test and the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test, the time periods used
were similar to those described in the Autobiographical Memory Interview and
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consisted of childhood (0-18 years), early adulthood (19-35 years), and recent life
(last 5 years). In view of the age distribution of participants, some memories
encompassed two of these periods, i.e. if the person was 25 and was recalling an
event that had happened two years ago. In these instances, if the memory was
reported to have happened within the last five years, it was considered to be within
the recent life time period, regardless of whether or not it also fitted another
category. For the Public memories version of the Modified Crovitz test, three time
periods were used, which were defined as: memories recalled from the current and
previous year; 2-5 years ago; and 6 or more years ago. It was not possible to divide
this last time period into more discrete time periods due to the small number of
responses which fell into this category.

Results
Inter-rater reliability
One-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests revealed that the inter-rater data were
negatively skewed. The data could not be successfully transformed and so
nonparametric correlations were used to evaluate the inter-rater reliability for
responses scored by two raters. On the Autobiographical Memory Interview, the
resulting Spearman's Rho correlation was .80 {p = .000) which is just below that
reported in the Autobiographical Memory Interview test manual (.83-.86). For the
Personal memories component of the Modified Crovitz test a Spearman's Rho
correlation coefficient of .83 {p = .000) was achieved. The scores for the Public
memories version of the Modified Crovitz test were also significantly correlated with
a coefficient of .79 {p =. 000) (Crosstabulation tables for the two measures are shown
in Appendix XV).
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Autobiographical

Memory Interview: On the Autobiographical Memory Interview

there was a significant main effect of time period F{2, 20) = 14.9, p = .000 but no
main effect of group F(2, 20) = 0.481, p = .625 and no significant interaction F(2,
20) = 1.030, p = .404 (Figure 1 near here).

Modified Crovitz Test - (a) Personal Memories'. All three groups produced memories
for most of the words on the Personal memories subtest of the Modified Crovitz. A
Kruskal-Wallis test revealed no significance difference between the groups in the
number of memories recalled (Chi-Square (2) = 2.9, p = .230). In terms of the level
of detail and richness of the memories recalled there was a significant difference in
mean score between the groups on the Personal memories component of the
Modified Crovitz when analysed using a one-way ANOVA {F{2, 20) = 6.2, p = .008)
(see Table 4). A post hoc multiple comparisons analysis using the Bonferroni test
revealed the left TLB group to significantly differ from the healthy control group {p
- .007) (Table 4 near here).

There was a significant variation between participants in their ability to assign
dates to their personal memories (F(2, 20) = 4.746, p = .021), with the left TLB
participants able to assign dates to 73% of their personal memories, significantly less
{p = .022), than the healthy controls who assigned dates to 97% of their memories.
The right TLB participants did not significant differ from control participants and
were able to assign dates to 80% of their memories. Figure 2 shows the memories
which were successfully recalled on the Personal memories component of the
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Modified Crovitz, classified according to time period. There was a significant effect
of time period (F(2, 20) = 6.5, p = .003) but no main effect of group (F(2, 20) = 2.6,
p = .097) and no interaction (F(2, 20) = 0.8, p = .506) (Figure 2 near here).

Modified Crovitz Test -(b) Public Memories: On the Public memories component,
the mean number of memories recalled was lower than for the Personal memories
although a Kruskal-Wallis test revealed no significance difference between the
groups (Chi-Square (2) = 5.2, p = .076). On the scoring of the memories there was a
significant difference between the groups (F(2, 20) = 9.3, p = .001). Multiple
comparisons revealed that the left TLB group differed significantly from the both the
right TLB group (p = .009) and the control group {p = .002).

In the case of dating the Public memories recalled in the Modified Crovitz test all
the groups failed to be able to date a number of the Public memories that they
recalled, and there was no significant difference between the groups (F(2, 20) = 2.7,
p = .090). The left TLB group provided a date for 70% of their memories, and the
right TLB group and healthy controls both dated 84% of the memories. To discover
whether there was a difference between the groups in their recall for the different
time periods, a repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. This analysis found a
main effect of time period (F(2, 20) = 18.1, p = .000) and group (F(2, 20) = 4.9, p =
.018) but no interaction effect (F(2, 20) = 0.7, p = .624) (see Figure 3). A post hoc
Bonferroni test revealed that the left TLB group performed significantly differently
from the right TLB group {p = .045) and the control group {p = .031), while the right
TLB group did not significantly differ from the control group (Figure 3 near here).
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Abbreviated

Singular

Experiences

Test: For this test^ there was a significant

difference between groups for the number of experiences identified (F(2, 19) = 4.0, p
= .037), and the number of specific occasions identified (F(2, 19) = 7.2, p = .005),
with the left TLE group being significantly different from the control group on a post
hoc Bonferroni test {p = .034). However, when the proportion specific events was
computed, to control for possible differences in the total number of experiences
people had, there was no significant difference between groups (F(2, 19) = 2.6, p =
.100) (Table 5 near here).

For the memory and imagery ratings of the singular experiences recalled, a series
of univariate ANOVAs were carried out. These analyses found no differences
between the groups for the three memory ratings of 'know it happened' (F(2, 19) =
.355,

= .706), 'patchy recollection' (F(2, 19) = .296, p = .747) and 'detailed

recollection' (F(2, 19) = .501, p = .614). The differences between the imagery ratings
were also not significant for 'cannot picture image' (F(2, 19) = .329, p = .724), 'can
vaguely picture' (F(2, 19) = .652, p = .532), and 'can clearly picture' (F(2, 19) =
.150, p = .861) (Figure 4 near here).

To allow comparison of the age periods from which the memories were recalled,
they were grouped in accordance with the Autobiographical Memory Interview
criteria as outlined earlier. On this analysis there was no main effect of time period
(F(2, 19) = 0.827, p = .445), or of group (F(2, 19) = 0.3, p = .723) and no interaction
effect (F(2, 19) = 0.9, p = .497) (Figure 5 near here).

Data were available for 19 participants on this test as one participant in the left TLE group had to
discontinue the test due to a seizure.
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To explore the effect of age of onset of seizures on autobiographical memory, two
subgroups of participants with epilepsy were formed on the basis of age of onset,
irrespective of epilepsy focus. These groups followed the same criteria for age of
onset as that used by Viskontas gf aZ. (2000) with an early onset group consisting of
participants whose habitual seizures began on or before the age of 5, whilst the late
onset group comprised participants whose epilepsy had begun on or after the age of
18. As can be seen in Table 6 there were no significant differences between the two
groups for the Autobiographical Memory Interview time periods of Childhood (f(8) =
1.066, p = .318), Early Adult (?(5.882) = 1.095 (equal variance not assumed), p =
.316), or Recent Life (t(8) = 1.414, p = .195). No significant difference between the
age of onset groups was also found for the Modified Crovitz test recall scores for
both the Personal memories (?(8) = -1.698, p = .128) and the Public memories (f(8) =
-2.186, p = .060), or for The Abbreviated Singular Experiences test when the
proportion of events recalled as specific by the two groups was compared {t{l) = 1.795, p = . 116) (Table 6 near here).
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As has been noted, the two epilepsy groups were significantly different in terms of
the duration of the epilepsy, with the left TLE group having a longer mean duration.
When the autobiographical memory test performance for the two groups was
correlated with epilepsy duration Pearson correlation coefficients revealed significant
correlations between the left TLE group and the early adult subtotal (-.835), recent
life subtotal (-.800) and the Autobiographical Memory Interview total (-.887). For
the right TLE only the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test proportion specific
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events was significantly related (-.860). Epilepsy duration was not significantly
correlated with the Modified Crovitz test scores for either group.

The relationship between the neuropsychological

test results and performance on the

Performance on the autobiographical memory tests was correlated with performance
on certain neuropsychological tests which could be considered to be associated with
remote memory performance (see Table 7 for left TLE, and Table 8 for right TLB).
The scores were correlated using Pearson's correlations coefficients. As can be seen
from the tables the relationship between the measures varied between the groups. For
the left TLE group significant correlation coefficients were found between the
delayed visual memory test and the early adult total of the Autobiographical Memory
Interview and the Public memories version of the Modified Crovitz test. Naming,
semantic knowledge, as assessed by the Similarities and Information subtests from
the WAIS-III, and executive function, as assessed by the Brixton Spatial Anticipation
test, were

also significantly correlated with

the early

adult total

of

the

Autobiographical Memory Interview.

For the right TLE group, category fluency and the Speed of Comprehension test
were significantly correlated with the early adult total of the Autobiographical
Memory Interview. The measure from the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test did
not show any correlations with the neuropsychological measures for either group
(Tables 7 and 8 near here).
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Discussion

This study assessed remote memory in people with TLB due to hippocampal
sclerosis. It found a mild remote autobiographical memory deficit. However, the
presence of this deficit depended on the test used, with an impairment being present
on the Modified Crovitz test, but not on the Autobiographical Memory Interview or
the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test. Secondly, a significant difference was
found between the groups, with the left TLB group showing a deficit, whilst there
was no difference between the right TLB group and controls. Thirdly, the observed
deficit in remote memory was not selective for autobiographical episodic memory,
but was also evident on the semantic memory component of the Modified Crovitz
test. Fourthly, duration of the epilepsy did not affect performance on the Modified
Crovitz test. Finally, performance on the autobiographical memory tests was
significantly correlated with neuropsychological tests of verbal functioning for both
groups, with an association also found for a visual memory test in the left TLB
gfoup.

The discrepancy between performance on the Autobiographical Memory
Interview and the Modified Crovitz test supports the argument that tests traditionally
used to assess autobiographical memory may be insensitive to the subtle level of
impairment that may be associated with selective hippocampal lesions found in
people with epilepsy (Nadel et al., 2000). Even where some level of autobiographical
recall is achieved, a careful analysis reveals that memories may not be as detailed as
those offered by controls (Nadel et al, 2000). This holds true for the present study,
where no impairment was found on the Autobiographical Memory Interview, but a
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significant deficit was evident on the Modified Crovitz test using a detailed 0-5
scoring system.

For the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test there was a significant difference
between the left TLB group and controls on the number of events and singular
experiences that participants could identify, although this difference did not remain
once the proportion of specific events which could be recalled was computed. This
represents a more valid measure which taps the ability to recall singular, episodic,
events while controlling for differences in the number of events to which people have
been exposed. The group differences in the number of events identified could be
considered to reflect a difference in life experiences between the groups, with the
participants with epilepsy leading more restricted lives, as a result of their seizures
(Sander and Hart, 1997). The presence of seizures, however, cannot be the whole
explanation, as the right TLB group did not show significant differences in their level
of exposure to events from controls despite their epilepsy. One significant difference
between the two epilepsy groups was in the duration of their epilepsy, with
participants with left TLB having significantly longer epilepsy durations. Thus, while
seizures per se may not be restrictive, a long history of seizures, which frequently
started in childhood, may have contributed to a reduced exposure to events. The
ratings made on the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test represented an attempt to
explore the groups' ability to 'mentally time travel'. This phenomenon has been
considered to be a critical component in the ability to recall episodic memories.
Comparable levels of ratings were achieved for the amount of detail and imagery
components of this aspect of recollection, suggesting that a deficit in mental time
travel is not associated with unilateral hippocampal pathology.
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There was no evidence of temporally graded remote memory loss in the test
scores of any of the autobiographical memory tests. Both participants with epilepsy
and healthy controls demonstrated a recency effect (Rubin et al., 1986), with better
retrieval for more recent memories than for remote ones on the Autobiographical
Memory Interview and Modified Crovitz test. The distribution of time periods from
which the memories were retrieved for the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test did
not show such an effect and the distribution of memories was in fact much more
consistent across all three time periods, with the exception of a peak for the right
TLB group for memories from childhood. This peak may be explained by a
phenomenon known as the 'reminiscence bump' (Jansari and Parkin, 1996), in which
respondents show preferential recall for memories from the period of 10-30 years.
Such a bump has been explained in part by the many and varied life experiences that
occur during this time period. The absence of this peak in the left TLB group may be
related to the early onset of their epilepsy, as mentioned above. However, the
absence of this in control participants is less easy to explain. It is possible that the
inclusion of all recent memories from the last 5 years into a separate category within
the autobiographical memory tests may have reduced the extent to which this was
evident. Therefore, the young mean age of the groups meant that memories that
would have fallen within the age distribution for the reminiscence bump were instead
classified as 'recent memories'.

When the present findings are compared with those described in the published
literature, the results do not support the marked impairment in personal episodic
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memory claimed by Viskontas et al. (2000) who used the Autobiographical Memory
Interview with a heterogeneous group of people with unilateral TLE or temporal
lobectomy. Moreover, the relationship between affected hemisphere and mild remote
memory impairment found in the present study was not found in other studies for
autobiographical information (O'Connor et ai, 1999; Viskontas et al., 2000) or for
semantic information (Bergin et al, 2000; Ratti et al, 1992). The findings of this
investigation are more consistent with that reported by Barr et al. (1990) who found
impairments for both autobiographical and semantic memory in people who had
undergone a left temporal lobectomy for intractable temporal lobe epilepsy.

The presence of a significant deficit in the left TLE group on the Modified Crovitz
test but not on the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test is consistent with
observations that more extensive structure and cueing can increase individual's level
of autobiographical recall when a deficit has been observed on less structured recall
tests (Cermak and O'Connor, 1983; Kitchener and Hodges, 1999; MacKinnon and
Squire, 1989). It has been suggested that since most remote memory tests adhere to a
verbal questionnaire format, the presence of a deficit in people with left temporal
lobe damage may reflect a material-specific deficit in verbal retrieval (Barr et al.,
1990). In the present study, a significant correlation was found in the left TLE group
between the early adult section of the Autobiographical Memory Interview and
performance on the Graded Naming test, the Similarities and Information in the
WAIS-III, and a test of executive function. A significant correlation was also found
between visual delayed memory and the early adult section of the Autobiographical
Memory Interview and the Public memories component of the Modified Crovitz test
perhaps indicating some visual imagery component within the autobiographical
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memory tasks. In the right TLB group, the verbal tasks of category fluency and speed
of comprehension were significantly correlated with the early adult section of the
Autobiographical Memory Interview. The association with verbal measures may
reflect a verbal retrieval problem in the responses given. However, the absence of a
consistent correlation across both the Autobiographical Memory Interview and the
Modified Crovitz test, both of which have significant verbal retrieval requirements is
difficult to explain. Measures of verbal memory have been found to be strong
predictors of performance on semantic memory for past events (Bergin et al, 2000),
but this was not found in the current study.

Implications for models of long-term memory consolidation
How can the finding of a mild remote memory deficit in people with left TLB be
explained when the temporal lobes are considered to be so vital for long-term
processes of storage, either for a temporary period, according to the Standard Model,
or permanently, according to the Multiple Trace theory? According to the Standard
Model, people who have damage to the hippocampal system, such as those with
hippocampal sclerosis, would be predicted to show a temporal gradient on tests of
remote memory, with no distinction between autobiographical and semantic memory
performance. No evidence of a temporally graded memory loss was found in the
study, either for personal or public memories, with both being equally affected.

However, the concordant findings of a deficit for both autobiographical and
semantic memory on the Modified Crovitz test also cannot easily be accounted for
either by the Multiple Trace Theory. This would have predicted a more marked
autobiographical episodic memory deficit and a difference between personal and
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public recall on the Modified Crovitz. The absence of a distinction in performance
between these two domains has been found in other studies and has led to the
questioning of the separation of episodic and semantic memory in terms of
hippocampal function (Barr et ah, 1990; Bergin et ai, 2000; Helmstaedter and
Kurthen, 2001). One explanation for the similar levels of impairment shown across
the two domains in the left TLB group may be the presence of a narrative structure
within the properties of both types of memory. Moscovitch and Melo (1997) found
no difference between performance on personal and historical memories using a
version of the Crovitz and argued that the crucial distinction may lie not between
episodic and semantic memory, but between memories which have a narrative
structure and those which do not. Thus, the semantic questions in the Modified
Crovitz test may involve the same strategic retrieval processes as personal episodic
memories.

The difficulty in applying either of the models of memory consolidation to the
current data may be explained in three possible ways. Firstly, hippocampal sclerosis
is a developmental abnormality leading to discrete lesions that primarily affect an
area of the hippocampus known as the dentate gyrus. This has been proposed to be
less important to memory than the surrounding areas of the hippocampus, and this
may explain the absence of a significant deficit (Briellmann et ai, 2002; Nadel et aL,
2000). Secondly, in the case of developmental lesions, Graham and Hodges (1997)
have suggested that there may be extensive neural reorganisation in people with
intractable epilepsy from an early age, even for those people in whom the epilepsy
does not develop until adulthood, and that this would limit the extent to which
memory may be affected. Thirdly, the studies which have reported significant levels
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of retrograde amnesia have, for the most part, reported this for people with bilateral
medial and lateral temporal lobe damage (Cippolotti et al, 2001; Kopelman, 2000)
following an acute illness rather than for unilateral damage.

Whilst this study had a number of strengths there were several methodological
limitations. The size of the sample used in the study should, ideally, have been larger
but the strict exclusion criteria to ensure group homogeneity meant that the groups
were relatively small. Despite the best efforts to achieve homogenous groups there
was a significant difference in epilepsy duration between the two groups. The
possible effects of this could not be controlled within the small groups, with all the
participants in the left TLB group having a duration of over 20 years, whilst only one
of the right TLB group had experienced epilepsy for that length of time. Duration
was not however, significantly related to performance on the Modified Crovitz test
for either group so it remains unclear whether this factor was important in the present
study.

The spread of ages within the sample led to some methodological problems on the
autobiographical memory tests. Although the two epilepsy groups and control
participants were matched as closely as possible for age, age-related factors do arise
for particular tests which tap recollection of specific events, such as first job on the
Autobiographical Memory Interview, as this may have been a recent event for the
younger participants.
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In future studies, it may be worth considering the inclusion of a non-temporal lobe
epilepsy group of participants. The inclusion of a group of individuals with a
different focus to their seizure pathology, such as people with extratemporal or
primary generalised seizures, has been used in other studies and would control for
the secondary effects of the seizures, anti-epileptic medication, and psychosocial
restrictions in life experiences. For example, it could be hypothesised that if a person
has had epilepsy since their early adulthood this may have curtailed possible
experiences through choice of job or driving. In this respect, a group drawn from a
hospital population may also represent a more appropriately matched control group.
Individuals recruited from non-neurological units within the hospital, such as people
with asthma, may provide some degree of comparison of the effect of living with a
chronic health condition. Due to limited numbers in the study, it was not possible to
explore the effect of seizure frequency and type, which have been hypothesised to be
predictors of the efficacy of remote memory (Bergin et ai, 2000).

The scoring for the Autobiographical Memory Interview and Modified Crovitz
test questions posed difficulties, due to the subjective element in the scoring. Despite
guidelines scoring was not found easy to operationalise. Tape recording the
interviews in order to allow for an assessment of inter-rater reliability reduced the
possibility of considerable differences between the way the tests were scored but the
constraints of the study prevented all the responses being scored by two independent
raters or carried out by someone blind to group membership.

The design of the Modified Crovitz test and the Abbreviated Singular Experiences
test allowed all the events to be recalled from any period of the participant's life. This
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meant that potentially all recollections could have come from one time period,
particularly in the case of the Modified Crovitz test where recollections could be
clustered around a common theme, with one memory triggering off another one from
the same period (Baddeley and Wilson, 1986). Within the present study, there was a
tendency for memories to be offered from more recent time periods but it is not
possible to explain why this was so and whether they were easier to recall, or were
cued by an earlier memory that was recalled. Similarly, the number of memories
sampled can be a problem. While the Autobiographical Memory Interview asks for
memories from three distinct time periods, only a small number of memories are
required and testers can sometimes feel that respondents are recalling their
"favourite" memories (Blake, 1999) which are well rehearsed. Furthermore, the test
does not assess remote autobiographical memory on a year-by-year basis and large
sections of an individual's life are still not assessed with the result that deficits could
go undetected (Kapur et al, 1989; Spreen and Strauss, 1998). This has been observed
to be a particular problem when testing older people since the period between mid
30s to recent times (taken as the last five years) is usually not assessed and could,
potentially, span 30 or more years (Graham and Hodges, 1997). One way to
overcome these difficulties is to apply the Crovitz test procedure in the usual way,
but to obtain memories from distinct time periods (Graham and Hodges, 1997).

Future studies building on the research may wish to consider additional factors
such as mood, since depressed mood has been identified as a predictor of poor
memory performance in people with epilepsy (Corcoran and Thompson, 1993), and
media exposure, to control for this when examining people's level of recollection for
public events (Kapur et al., 1999) when carrying out studies of remote memory.
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This study does not support the view that a significant impairment of remote
autobiographical memory is an inevitable consequence for people with TLB with
hippocampal sclerosis. Nevertheless, some degree of mild impairment was evident in
a number of participants, and clinicians that work with these clients may need to be
aware that clients may occasionally report these forms of difficulty. Rehabilitative
strategies through the encouragement of the use of diaries and photograph albums
may offer alternative means of recording events so that they can be recalled at a later
date. Family members may also be able to assist through the creation of memory
books which could contain photographs and recollections for the missing parts of
childhood or early adult life as has been described in interventions for people with
dementia (Spector et al, 2000), or brain injury.

Implications for future research
The current study's findings provide some useful information for the development of
improved autobiographical memory tests. Future tests need to make use of a more
sensitive scoring system, either through the use of more extensive graduations, as
used here, or by scoring for the number of details provided for each cue (Nadel et al.,
2000), or with the use of multiple scales (Zola-Morgan et al, 1983). Memories need
to be obtained from across an individual's entire life span by the adoption of a
methodology that uses several different time periods (e.g. Graham and Hodges,
1997).
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The single-choice recognition memory format used in the Abbreviated Singular
Experiences test could be usefully extended to include a forced-choice recognition
testing of autobiographical

memory. Investigations of such autobiographical

recognition memory, where test items are obtained from interviews with carers
(Evans, 2001), may have implications for the benefit of retrieval cues in any
rehabilitation interventions with individuals experiencing remote memory loss and
may help to inform models of long-term memory consolidation.

Conclusions
In summary, this study has shown that in people with left TLE secondary to
hippocampal sclerosis a mild deficit in remote memory can be found. This deficit
encompasses both episodic autobiographical memory and public semantic memory to
a similar degree. The findings of this investigation suggest that complaints of longterm autobiographical memory difficulties in people with epilepsy should not be
dismissed, but that improved, more sensitive, methods of testing are required to
provide an accurate representation of this aspect of memory in people with
neurological impairments.
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Table 1. Demographic information for participants with epilepsy and controls
Participants with epilepsy
LTLE Af=7

M (SD), range

Control participants

RTLE N = 8

#=8

Age

4L6

(12.9),

24-60

33^

(10X%,

19-47

363

(12.0),

22-53

Years of education

11.4

(1.2),

10-13.5

1L5

(1.4),

943

127

(2.2),

10-16

NART Full scale IQ

93^

(9.6),

74-103

9&8

(7.6),

86412

103^

(8.7),

96420

N (%) right handed

6

(86%)

7

(88%)

6

(75%)

N (%) Left handed

1

(14%)

1

(12%)

2

(25%)

Note: LTLE = Left temporal lobe epilepsy, RTLE = Right temporal lobe epilepsy

Table 2. Seizure details for participants with epilepsy
Participants with epilepsy
LTLE N=1

M (SD), range
N (%) with febrile convulsions

2

(28.6%)

Age of onset

7.6

(6.8),

Duration of epilepsy in years

34J

Monthly frequency of seizures
Number of anti-epileptic medications

RTLE N=%
4

(50%)

1.5-20.0

1%9

(12.5),

L5-37.0

(10.3),

22.0-47.0

15J

(5.6),

8.0-24.0

9.0

(12.8),

0-28.0

8.3

(8.7),

0.5-25.0

2.1

(0.7),

1-3

1.9

(0.4),

1-2

Note: LTLE = Left temporal lobe epilepsy, RTLE = Right temporal lobe epilepsy

Table 3. Neuropsychological test scores for participants with epilepsy
Participants with epilepsy
LTLE # = 6

M (SD), range

RTLE N = 8

General intellectual function
93J

(10.4),

74-103

9&8

(7.6),

86-112

Similarities (33)

192

(5.5),

13-27

22^

(1311),

11-51

Arithmetic (22)

9.8

(2.2),

:M2

116

(3.2),

10-18

Information (28)

12/2

(3.5),

SL17

13 j

(5.0),

5-20

Digit Symbol (133)

4^5

(19.9),

21-76

6L8

(10/n,

51-74

Letter Number Sequencing (21)

102

(4.36),

6-18

9.9

(1.4),

842

Block Design (68)

37X)

(14.3),

22-63

42^

(12.8),

%>55

Matrix Reasoning (26)

120

(6.2),

/H9

16J

(5.6),

7-23

NART Full Scale IQ
WAIS-m

Memory

AMIPB Story Recall - immediate (56)

282

(10.7),

12-42

2&3

(9.9),

12-37

AMIPB -- Story Recall - delayed (56)

210

(13.9),

4-40

23^

C7.7),

10-32

AMIPB - Design Learning - immediate (45)

2&2

(8.6),

22-44

3&5

(7.6),

19-40

AMIPB - Design Learning - delayed (9)

5.2

(2.6),

3-9

6.4

(1.9),

3-9

AMIPB - Design Learning - B design (9)

3.0

(2.0),

1-6

4.5

(2.2),

1-8

Recognition Memory Test - Faces (50)

37J

(6.4),

28-44

3&3

(43),

31-43

1&8

(2.6),

15-22

17.7

(2.4),

14-21

Verbal Fluency - FAS

3L5

(10.9),

1&46

319

(3.7),

30-41

Verbal Fluency - Adjusted

3&5

(10.0),

27-51

383

(3.6),

3146

Category Fluency - Animals

19.8

(4.3),

14-26

2L3

(3.2),

17-26

SCOLP - Sentence Comprehension (100)

5^5

(19.7),

23-77

4%5

(14.9),

30-71

Graded Naming Test (30)

13.8

(5.0),

8-20

1&5

(6.4),

9-24

Doors & People Memory Test Names Recognition (24)
Verbal skills

Perception
Rey Complex Figure Copy (36)

333

(1.6),

31-35

33^

(2.8),

27-36

Modified Card Sorting Test - Categories (6)

4.5

(2.4),

1-6

5.5

(1.4),

2-6

Modified Card Sorting Test - Errors

113

(13.2),

3-32

6

(8.0),

2-25

Brixton Spatial Anticipation Test - Errors

225

(7.64),

10-29

14^

(5.0),

10-25

Executive function

Note: LTLE = Left temporal lobe epilepsy, RTLE = Right temporal lobe epilepsy.
Numbers in parentheses beside each test represent the highest possible raw score.

Table 4. Personal and Public memories from the Modified Crovitz scale for participants with epilepsy and controls
Control participants

Participants with TLE
LTLE Ar = 7

M (SD), range

RTLE N = 8

N=8

Mean number of personal memories recalled (12)

lOJ

(1.4),

942

11.5

(0.5),

1L12

1L8

(0.5),

11-12

Mean number of public memories recalled (12)

8.4

(2.7),

5-12

1&9

(1.4),

8-12

1L4

(1.1),

942

Personal memories mean recall score (60)

4Z1

(8.2),

32-58

4&9

(6.3),

40-59

53^

(4.4),

47-60

Public memories mean recall score (60)

32.0

(1LC%,

18-49

45^

(5.9),

34-52

4%5

(4.3),

41-52

Note: LTLE = Left temporal lobe epilepsy, RTLE = Right temporal lobe epilepsy.
Numbers in parentheses beside each test represent the highest possible raw score.

Table 5. Memories recalled on the Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test for participants with epilepsy and controls
Participants with epilepsy
LTLE W=6

Control participants

RTLE jV=8

Ar=8

Number of experiences identified (40)

TAS

(5.5),

7^2

209

(3.8),

15-25

23?8

(3.5),

17-28

Number of specific occasions identified (40)

13.3

(4.6),

7-21

18.5

(3.6),

13-23

21.8

(4.4)

13-26

Proportion specific events (1.0)

0.8

(0.2),

0.6-1.0

0.9

(0.1),

0.8-1.0

0.9

(0.06),

0.8-1.0

Note: LTLE = Left temporal lobe epilepsy, RTLE = Right temporal lobe epilepsy.
Numbers in parentheses beside each test represent the highest possible raw score.

Table 6. Autobiographical memory scores for participants with early and late onset epilepsy
Participants with epilepsy
M (SD), range

Early onset <5 years

Late onset >18 years

7V=5

jV=5

Autobiographical Memory Interview
Childhood subtotal (9)

5.2

(0.8),

4-6

4.2

(1.9),

2-7

Early adult subtotal (9)

6.2

(11),

5-7

5.6

(0.6),

4-6

Recent life subtotal (9)

7.4

(1.1),

6-9

6.6

(0.6),

6-7

Personal memories recall score (60)

410

(4.3),

37-47

4&8

(7.9),

40-59

Public memories recall score (60)

3&8

(9.8),

18-44

44.2

(9.6),

28-52

0.7

(0.1),

0.6-0.8

0.9

(0.1),

0.7-1.0

Modified Crovitz test

Abbreviated Singular Experiences test
Proportion specific events (1.0)

Note. Numbers in parentheses beside each test represent the highest possible raw score.

Table 7. Correlation matrix for autobiographical memory tests and neuropsychological test scaled scores for participants with
left temporal lobe epilepsy
Autobiographical Memory Interview

Modified Crovitz

Abbreviated Singular
Experiences Test

Childhood

Early

Recent

adult life

life

Total

Personal

Public

Proportion specific
events

NART FSIQ

-J56

346

.080

-.021

361

J^5

-.684

WAIS m - Similarities

.265

.941**

J59

jW2

J48

.673

263

WAIS III - Information

.274

.945**

.697

J90

.502

J69

209

.673

^96

398

.410

jj3

-^47

.000

-.274

-306

-.207

^272

-.676

.572

340

^51

-J44

.585

-202

^47*

.683

jW3

378

^75*

.427

AMIPB Story Recall - immediate
AMEPB - Story Recall - delayed

-.574

AMIPB - Design Learning immediate
AMIPB - Design Learning - delayed

.443

AMIPB-Design Learning-design B

-.600

.058

.215

-.276

-.041

-.282

-.637

Doors & People Memory Test-

-.097

.572

.222

.317

-.079

.458

-.252

Verbal Fluency

-.080

.036

-.033

-.023

-.102

-.195

-.431

Category Ruency

.372

.626

.533

.620

.185

.485

-.083

SCOLP Test-Sentence

-.218

.487

.313

.251

.498

.085

-.317

Graded Naming Test

.221

.922**

.751

.772

.605

.692

.000

Brixton Spatial Anticipation Test

.135

.840*

.581

.648

.256

.810

-.005

Names Recognition

Comprehension

Note: * p <.05; ** p <.01

Table 8. Correlation matrix for autobiographical memory tests and neuropsychological test scaled scores for participants with
right temporal lobe epilepsy
Autobiographical Memory Interview

Modified Crovitz

Abbreviated Singular
Experiences Test

Childhood

Early

Recent

adult life

life

Total

Personal

Public

Proportion specific
events

NART FSIQ

-.589

095

.279

473

469

.166

.550

WAIS III - Similarities

-.698

.907**

.576

-jW8**

-.602

403

-IW6

WAIS III - Information

.543

.000

^088

J75

426

AMIPB Story Recall - immediate

.270

.095

J^8

^31

-.504

-388

.288

AMIPB - Story Recall - delayed

.151

-^38

.144

.099

-.651

-^36

-.074

AMIPB - Design Learning -

.151

.580

.507

.402

^060

-J^3

456

-^46

391

371

-.262

319

-J39

immediate
AMIPB - Design Learning - delayed

AMIPB - Design Learning - design B

.168

.414

.661

.414

-.221

-.508

.316

Doors & People Memory Test-

.505

.091

.061

.354

.380

.421

.229

Verbal Fluency

.346

-.041

.418

.328

-.301

-.221

-.158

Category Fluency

-.600

-.731*

-.171

-.618

-.704

.105

-.029

SCOLP Test - Sentence

-.698

-.907**

-.576

-.848

-.602

.403

-.006

Graded Naming Test

.284

-.208

-.025

.112

-.100

.695

.574

Brixton Spatial Anticipation Test

-.085

-.285

.012

-.126

-.262

.391

.462

Names Recognition

Comprehension

Note: * p <.05; ** p <.01

Figure 1. Autobiographical Memory Interview subtotal mean scores
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Figure 3. Mean recall of Public memories on the Modified Crovitz test from different time periods
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Figure 4. Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test mean memory and imagery ratings
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Gina Carter
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Highfield, Southampton
S 0 1 7 1BJ

Dear Gina,
Re: S u b m i s s i o n No. PSY/09/Q1
Following the conditional approval and in response to your recent letter, I am pleased to
confirm full approval having received the required amendments.
This committee is fully compliant with the International Committee on Harmonisation/Good
Clinical Practice (ICH) Guidelines for the Conduct of Trials involving the participation of
human subjects as they relate to the responsibilities, composition, function, operations and
records of an Independent Ethics Committee/Independent Review Board. To this end it
undertakes to adhere as far as is consistent with its Constitution, to the relevant clauses of
the ICH Harmonised Tripartite Guideline for Good Clinical Practice, adopted by the
Commission of the European Union on 17 January 1997.
Yours sincerely.

P p f rofessor Peter Coleman
Chairman
Psychology Sub-Committee. Southampton & S.W. Hants. Joint Ethics Committee

cc Janet i urner

Appendix EE

Flow diagram of the recruitment process

FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE RECRUITMENT PROCESS

Adult participants with
hippocampal sclerosis on
hospital database
A^=30

Participants excluded due to
bilateral involvement, postsurgery, or psychiatric
problems
7V=9

Participants invited to take
part in the study

Participants not willin
to take part
N =6

N=21

Participants who agreed
to take part
N = 14

Memory m TifzppocampaZ .FcZgro.yfj'

Appendix IV

Consent form

//ofe." In accordance with LREC guidelines the consent form was printed on headed
paper.

ON HEADED PAPER

RESEARCH ON VERY LONG-TERM MEMORY IN EPILEPSY
CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS

have read the information sheet and hereby fully and freely consent to participate in the
research study entitled: Very long-term memory functioning in people with temporal
lobe epilepsy.
I understand that I may withdraw my consent and discontinue participation at any stage
without affecting my future medical care. I understand that the data collected as part of
this research project will be treated confidentially, and that published results of this
research project will maintain my confidentiality.
I consent to the tape recording of the interview with me for the autobiographical memory
test. I understand that the audiotape will be treated in strict confidence, that the contents
will be used solely for the purposes of scoring the test and that the tape will be erased
after use.
I confirm that the purpose of the study, and the nature and purpose of the procedures
involved, have been explained to me by the researcher, that I have had an opportunity to
discuss these matters with her.

Dafg:.
Name:

I understand that if I have any questions about my rights as a participant in this research,
or if I feel that I have been placed in any risk, I can contact the Chair of the Ethics
Committee, Department of Psychology, University of Southampton, Southampton, S017
IB J. Phone: (023) 8059 3995.

Appendix V

Participant information sheet for people with temporal lobe epilepsy

TVofg." In accordance with LREC guidelines the information sheet was printed on
headed paper.

ON HEADED PAPER

RESEARCH ON VERY LONG-TERM MEMORY IN EPILEPSY
INFORMATION SHEET FOR STUDY PARTICIPANTS
We would like to invite you to consider taking part in our study of very long-term
memory, which is being carried out by a Trainee Clinical Psychologist at the University
of Southampton in conjunction with Southampton Hospitals NHS Trust.
About the study
The study is investigating very long-term memory in people with epilepsy. The aim of
the study is to gather more information about the level of very long-term memory
problems experienced. This will help us develop better assessment procedures.
What your participation will involve
As part of the study you may be asked to complete some neuropsychological
assessments. These ask you to do things such as copying a drawing and remembering it
later, naming pictures, and reading words aloud. You will also be asked to complete
three memory tasks which involve describing some events from your past. The study
will involve one or two sessions, each lasting approximately one to two hours. The
sessions can be carried out at your home or at Southampton General Hospital, depending
on your preference. All your travelling expenses for taking part in the study will be met.
This kind of study is not considered to involve any risk to participants. However, if you
are concerned about any aspect of the study you should not hesitate to speak to the
researchers. Your participation is voluntary and you may withdraw from the study at any
time. If you decide not to participate, or to withdraw at a later stage, this will not affect
your normal care and treatment at the hospital in any way.
Confidentiality
Personal information acquired during the study will not be released to or viewed by
anyone other than the researchers involved in this study. Results of this study will not
include your name or any other identifying characteristics.
If you would like more information or if you have any questions, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

Gina Carter
Trainee Clinical Psychologist

Prof. N. Kapur
Consultant Neuropsychologist

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN OUR RESEARCH

Appendix VI

Participant information sheet for controls

TVofg.' In accordance with LREC guidelines the information sheet was printed on
headed paper.

ON HEADED PAPER

RESEARCH ON VERY LONG-TERM MEMORY IN EPILEPSY
INFORMATION SHEET FOR STUDY PARTICIPANTS
We would like to invite you to consider taking part in our study of very long-term
memory, which is being carried out by a Trainee Clinical Psychologist at the University
of Southampton in conjunction with Southampton Hospitals NHS Trust.
About the study
The study is investigating very long-term memory in people with epilepsy. The aim of
the study is to gather more information about the level of very long-term memory
problems experienced. This will help us develop better assessment procedures. In order
to do this we also need to compare the performance of people with epilepsy against the
performance of people who we know do not have epilepsy.

What your participation will involve
As part of the study you will be asked to complete three memory tasks which involve
describing some events from your past. The study will involve one session lasting two
hours carried out at Southampton General Hospital. All your travelling expenses for
taking part in the study will be met.
This kind of study is not considered to involve any risk to participants. However, if you
are concerned about any aspect of the study you should not hesitate to speak to the
researchers. Your participation is voluntary and you may withdraw from the study at any
time. If you decide not to participate, or to withdraw at a later stage, this will not affect
your normal care and treatment at the hospital in any way.
Confidentiality
Personal information acquired during the study will not be released to or viewed by
anyone other than the researchers involved in this study. Results of this study will not
include your name or any other identifying characteristics.
E you would like more information or if you have any questions, please do not hesitate
to contact us on 023 8079 6577.

Gina Carter
Trainee Clinical Psychologist

Prof. N. Kapur
Consultant Neuropsychologist

TEIANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN OUR RESEARCH

Appendix V n

Testing protocol

TESTING PROTOCOL
INTRODUCTION
rAan/: yow very mwcA /br agreemg fo AeZp me wzYA /My rejearc/i. My /ia//ie (.y
Gma Carfe//'/M a rromee CZmfcaZ f^yycAoZogz^yf
^owfAa/Mpfo/z
[/nzverj'fZy. 7 a/M coM<jwcfzMg ^o/ne /-e^earc/z ZooArmg of Zo/zg-ferm me/MO/}; z/z
peopZe wzYA epzZepj'y wzYA frq/e^j'o/- ZiTapwr or f/ze We^a'ex TVewroZogzcaZ
Ce/zfre. 7 wzZZ nee^Z a6owf Avo Zzowr.y q/" yozir fz/ne fo^Zay. ^ af any ^fage,
Zzowever, yow wa/zf fo j'fqp Z^^re rZze e/z(ZpZeoj'e yz^^^ Zef /ne ^ o w . Fou are /zof
o6Zz'ge(Z fo co/zfz/zwe z/^yoz< (Zo /zof
To.
B ^ r e M/e

fAere are fwo ofZzer fAzng^ 7 /zee^Z fo feZZ yoz<.'

Fzr^fZy, 7 wzZZ /zof 6e a6Ze fo (jZjcz/rZze rea'zzZf^ q/ f/ze gwe^fzo/zf wzYA yoz< fO(^ay
6ecawj'e 7 wzZZ /zeecf fz//ze To ^core fZze/n q/ferwarJj'. A/zcf ^eco/z(ZZy, a/zy
z/^/TTzafzo/z yew gzve /Me Zj' co/^Je/zrzaZ. A/^o (WfvzWz<aZ\ re^wZfj' wZZZ 6e
zYZe/zrZ/za6Ze.

OUTLINE OF THE TESTING
7'/M gozMg fo aj^A: yow fo co/MpZefe fZzree
fo^Zay. TZze^e ZooA: af yoz^r
/Me/Morze^ybr pa^T evg/zf& DonY worry (/"yow fZzz'/z/: yoz<r /Me/Mory/br a/z eve/zr
Z.9 Mof pe/^ecf or Z/^yow ca/z'f f/zznA: q/a/z OM^vwer. We 6fo MOf expecf yow fo 6e
a6Zg fo reme/M^er every eve/zr a6ow^ w/zzcA we ojA: yow. Jwj'f feZZ /Me aj' //zz<cZz
a j you can rezMg/n^er, ZM aj' //zwcZz (ZefazZ aj' poj'j'Z^Ze. TTzere are no rz'gZzf or
wro/zg a/zfwerj fo fAej'e
We are zMferea'fe^^ zM yowr recaZZ. 77oM/ever,
pZeaj'e c^o/z'f gwej.y.
(Zo fAe 6eff yow ca/z oAzzy?

CONSENT
{/"yow (Zo/zY /Mz/z6^ 7 woz/ZJ ZzA:e fo fape recorJ yowr a/z^wer^ fO(Zay
fo /Ma^e
^z<re 7 <^o/z'f /Mz.y^ aMyfAZ/zg. TTze fape wZZZ 6e wzpe^Z o/zce 7 Zzave j^Mz^AecZ
j'corz/zg yowr rej'po/z^ej'. 7^ fZzaf oA:ay wZrA yow ?
Do yow Zzave a/zy gwe^yrZo/z^ a6owf fa/cZ/zg parf ZM rAe re^earcZz ?
T/^yow/eeZ Aappy fo car/^ o/z, fAe /zr^f rZzz/zg 7 wzZZ aj'/: yow fo Jo zj' fo ^zgn a
co/z^g/zf ybr/M. TTzz^ z^ fo j'ay f/zaf yow are Zzappy fo faAre parf z/z /My re^earcZz,
fZzaf yow cZo/zY ZMZZ
/^Z 6ez/zg fape recorJeJ, aMJ r/zar 7 Zzave expZazneJ everyfZzzMg
fo yow.

INFORMATION
B ^ r e we j'farf f/ze /Me/nory fejfj' 7W ZZ& fo gef a/ew JefazZ^/ro/M yow.
Complete information obtained on ± e information sheet in ± e test pack.

Can yoM fgZZ mg
Agg
Do yow worA:? Tjf fo, wAaf
yow <^o?
^ow oW
wgrg wAgn ^'ow
^cAooZ?
For the participants with epilepsy also obtain the following information about ±eir
epilepsy and record it on the information sheet.
/ wowZcf aZj'o ZzVcg
owf a Zi^/g AfY a6owf );owr g/Pf/gpa};. Can )'ow fgZZ Mg/
/ifow oZJ )/ow wgrg w/Agn )'owr gpzVgpj}' jTarfg^f?
A'owyrg^wgMfZ)', ap;)mxf/MafgZy, w0wW)'0M ^a}'yow Aavg j'gz'zwrgj'?
WTzaf wowZf^ 6g fAg avgmgg ^ggwgncy
yowr j'gzzwrgj' ovgr fAg
.yuc
?
WTzaf/b/TM cfo rAg j'gz'zwrg^ faA:g?
WTzar aMfz-g/)fZgpOc mgcfzcafzoM org )'ow cwrrgnrZ);

TEST 1

?

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL MEMORY TEST

77:g yzrjf faj'A:
a6owf yowr /Mg/Mory /or mczWgnrj' wAfcA Aavg occwrrg^f of
(/(j^rgMf jfoggf q/ yowr Zz/g. / w;//
yow ybr a TMgmof^ /rom yowr .ycAooZ
gar/); acfw/f
an^Zyrom Miorg rgcg/zf fimg^.
/7grgfAg/ii/'.yf ong...
>

Administer the Autobiographical Incidents Schedule' from the AMI

If the participant fails to give a response the suggested prompts outlined in ± e AMI
test sheet should be given. Encouragement can also be given for participants to
elaborate on any information they have provided in their response:
Can ^/ow fg/Z mg /Morg a6owf fAw.''
TTiof'j grgaf, fgZZ mg morg.^
For question A7 (Present hospital or institution) the question is rephrased to:
Can yow rgcaZZ an fncfWgnf rAar
occwrrg^Z rgcgnfZy mvoZving a <^ocfor, a
Mwr^g or of/zgr Aga/fA or j'oczaZ wor/:gr.^
When the AMI questions have been finished:
TTzan^ )'0W /or comp/gnng fAg yifj'f faj'A:. B ^ r g wg movg on 6(0 );ow Aavg an)'

(9^, Zgr'^ movg on fo rAg jgcoMc!

now.

TEST 2

MODIFIED CROVITZ TEST

TTzg Mgxr
fo fAg one 6 ^ r g 6wf fAzj ffme 7 wzV/ g/vg yow a
oW 7 wzZZ f/zgn ojA: yow fo rgmgrn^gr gvenfj' f/mf f/zg
ma^gj yow
fAmA: q/i 5'o7Mg q/" fAg gvgnfj / w;Z/ a.yA; yow fo ^AfnA: q/ wzZZ 6g pgr^onaZ
gygnfj fAaf Aavg Aappgngcf fo yow
jomg wfVZ 6g ngwj gygnfj.
gar/fgr, c^on'f worry z/^yow can'f a/wayj rg/ngm^gr an gvgnf, wg (^onY
gxpgcf yow fo 6g a6/g fo aMjyygr gvgry ^wg^fzoM. Jwjr (io your 6gjf.
For fAg yZrjT jgf q/" wor<ij / wowZ^f ZiA;g yow fo fg/Z mg a6owf gvg/ifj' fAaf Aavg
/zappgMgcZ fo yow pgr^owaZ/y.
7 M/(VZ jay a wor^Z fo yow arzc! fAgn 7W /fX:g yow fo rgca/Z an gvgnr r/iar you
yourjg^gxpgrigncgc/ fAaf cowZJ 6g ajJocZa^gfi wffA fAg wor<^. Try fo cAoojg an
gvgnf fAaf yow yowrjg^ Aavg gxpgngMcg<^ aneZ fAaf yow can rgyngm^gr oj
Aavz'ng Aappgrzg^f of a porfzcwZar fzMig
;» a parrzcwZar pZocg.
For gxamp/g, z/" fAg wor^Z waj 6offZg yow mz'gAf rgca/Z o fzmg of a CArz^Zmaj
parZy wAgn yow or jOTMgong g/jg ^/roppg^f a 6off/g
(f 6ro^g /gavmg jfamj
on fAg carpgf.
>

Administer Personal Memories

Encourage the participants to describe a particular event, particular time and
particular place in as much detail as they can by offering the following prompts and
questions:
Can yow fg/Z mg morg a6owf fA/j ?
Wzgrg waj zY?
WAar ffTMg ?
WTzo w<3J fAgrg ?
77ow ZoMg
zf Zojf/fa/cg?
77ow oZ<^ wgrg yow?
Once the personal memories recall has been completed:
VKg/Z <^OMg. Wg'rg AaZ/^way fArowgA fAzj Tgjf now. TTzzj h'mg 7 wz'ZZ jay a wor^f
fo yow GMcf 7W Zz^g yow fo f/y fo rgcaZZ a ngwj gvgnf fAof waj ^mowj anJ rAar
cowZ<i 6g ajjoczafgcz wzYA fAg wor<i. Fow carz cAoojg any Mg^yj gvgnf fAaf Aaj
Aappgngcf 6wr fry fo cAoojg ong f/zaf yow can rgmgrn^gr aj Aavfng /zappgngi^
af a parfzcwZor n'/Mg ancZ m a parfzcwZar pZacg.
For g^ampZg, z/^ fAg wor<i waj 6oxgr yow mzgAf rgmgrn^gr a ngwj gvgrzf wAgrg
a 6oxgr woj AnocAgcZ cZowrz (Zwrz'ng o/zgAf an^i Zafgr <jzg(Z^om Azj zf^'wrzgj.
>

Administer the Public Memories

Encourage the participants to describe a particular event, particular time and
particular place in as much detail as they can by offering the following prompts and
questions:

Can
fg/Z mg /Morg
WTzgrg woj' zf?
#%ar fZTMg ?
WTzo wa^ fAgrg ?
^ow ZoMg (ZzW zY Zaj'Z/ faA:g?
T/ow oW wgrg yoM?
On completion of the public memories recall test:
TTzon^ yow vgfy /nwcA /or comp/gfmg fAaf
TTzaf ong can 6g gwzYg
cfzj^cwZf, 7ybun<^ zY
myj'g^wAgM //zr^r (^zW zY.

TEST 3

LETTER-NUMBER SEQUENCING
(Only for the people with epilepsy)

Wg 'i/g gof o/zg fMorg /MgfMOA]' faj-A: fo
6<^rg wg afo, fo gzvg }'<?« a 6zY
q/'a cAangg /W /zA:g fo ^pgMf^ J mzMwfg^ on a coMcg/ifmfzoM
Z/z fAz.y
gozVzg fo j'ay a growp q/" Mw/n^grj
/gffgra'. y)^gr / j'O)'
f/zgm, / wanf yow fo fg/Z mg rAg ntz/H^grj' /zfj'f, zn or^Zgr, j'farfzMg wzYA f/zg
Zovygj'f MWM%6g/-. TTzgn fgZZ mg fAg Zgffgrj' zYz aZpAa^gfzc orcZgr. For gxa/np/g,
B - 7, yowr am'wgr ^VzowW 6g 7 - B. TTzg Mw/M^gr gog^yzrj'f, f/zgn fAg
Zgffgr. /jT /
9 - C - J, r/zgn );oz(r an^wgr j/zowZcZ 6g ^ - 9 - C, fAg Mz^m^grf
ZM 07-(/gr/zrj'f, fAg/z fAg Zgffgr^ zn aZp/ia6gfzc or<^gr. Z,gf'j' pmcfzcg.
6-F
G-4
35
T- 7-Z,
7 -y-A
OAzz);? Tjf yoM Aavg gof fZzg Aang q/^ zY Zgf^ 6ggzM fZzg zYgm^. 7(gyMgm6gr,
Mwm6gr.y fZzgn Zg^fgr-y, nwrn^grj', Zg%r^ o^ay?
>

Administer Letter - Number Sequencing items

Once the task is completed:
TTzanA: );ow ybr compZgfz'ng fAaf
(iogj'nY zf?

7f ggf^ i^wzfg fncA:); fowar^^^ fAg gM(7

7/" zY'f o/^zy wzfA )'OM now 7W ZzAg fo /Movg on fo fAg Za^f /MgyMory fajA:.

TEST 4

ABBREVIATED SINGULAR EXPERIENCES TEST

7M fZzzj' fajA: 7'7M gozng fo rgo^ yow a ZZj^f q/" gzpgrzgMCg^. 7 wanf yozi fo fgZZ mg
w/zzcA q/^ fAgm you Zzavg gxpgrzgMcg<^. ^ yow'vg gxpgrz'gMCgcZ ^omg q/ fZzgm

morg f&iM oMCg /
yow fo
a^owf yowr c/garg^r /Mgrno^ybr fAg
gvgnf. EacA fimg 7 wzVZ rAgn aj'^ yow /br ^yo/Mg (igfazZ^ a6owf Aow wgZ/ );oM can
rgrngm^gr fAg gvgnf. ^RgmgmAgr, (ion'r wor/^ ^)'0w fAm/: yow ca»Y rgmgrn^gr
^omg. AZj'o, (^onV fatg foo /ong fAzMA:mg a6owf gacA ong ancf j^Zgo^g
gwgj^.
>

Administer the Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test

gy. j^avg );ow gvgr... (yes/ no/ unsure)
If answered no / unsure - move on to the next item
E answered yes - ask Q2.

(22. /favg yow
gzpgn'gncg oncg or morg
Record response and ask Q3.

oncg?

Qj. Can )/ow j^mg/g owr a ^pgc^'c occajzon wAgn fAff gvgnf AoppgngcZ?
If answered no - move on to the next item
If answered yes - ask Q4.
O/:, MOW 7 wanf )'ow fo rafg Aow wgZZ ^/ow can rgmgrn^gr fAg gx/)grzgncg.
^g/Mgm6gr, / wanr )/ow fo f/zzn/: a6owr ong /^arfzcwZar occasion. Tifow wowZ<j
)/ow rafg )/OMr mgrno/^; ybr fAg gxpgrigncg ? yow ATzow f/ig gvgnf /zappgng^f 6wf
cannof rgcaZZ an); (/gfofVf fAgn rafg zY oj 'ATiow ff AojCj^gngfj'. ^ );ow /gg/ ^/ow
can rgca/Z a/gw 6fgfa(V.y, 6wf your mgrnoT^ybr fAg gvgnf rafAgr pafcA); fAgn
rafg zf aj' '/^afcAy'. Or, ^)'ow Aavg a cfgfa/Zgcf mg/Mory ybr fAg gvgnf an^f can
rgmg/M^gr (ZgfafVj a6owf wAgn an^^ wAgrg z'f Aap;?gng(f, (/" anyong gZ^g wa^y
fAgrg, ancf /low ^'ow /gZf af fAg fz'/ng fAgn rafg yowr mg/nory a^ Wgfaf/g^f'.
Show card. Record rating, move on to Q5.

<2J. Now /W ZfA:g yow To rafg );owr a^zVzYy fo /?(cfwrg fAg gzpgr;gncg. ^ y o u
A?iow fAg gvgn^ Aappgngc(
cannof p/crwrg (Y (n yowr
gyg rAg rafg
a j 'cannof pzcfwrg'. T/^yow can vagwgZy pzcfwrg f/zg gvgnf zn ^/owr
gyg
fAgn ra/g ;Y a j 'vagug'. /jT );0M can c/garZy pzcfwrg an^ can rg/zvg (Y ;n );our
z/nagznanon a.y z/^zY wgrg Aa/ppgnzng now fAgn /^Zga^g ra^g zY aj' 'c/gar'.
Show card. Record rating, move on to Q6.

<26. FznaZZ);, can yoz/ rg/Z mg approzzmafg/} wAgn fAz^ foo^ pZacg or rozfg/zZ)'
Aow oZcf ^'ow wgrg af fAg nVng
Record response.

Complete questions for remaining items.

Once the Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test has been completed:
TAanA:
vgry /MwcA/br
WeZZ (Zong, fAor f/zg gn^ o/
m); gugj^fzoMf. TTianA: )'ow vg/^ mwcA ybr gzvmg mg yowr h'mg fo Ag/p wzYA
fAz'j' wor/:. /favg );ow gof an)' gwg^n'oM^ or commgnr^ a6owf fAg
wg'vg
cfoMg
w;VZ Aappen fo }'owr anyM/grj now/ fj' 7 wzZZ go awa);
^corg fAgm
f/zgM comparg fAgoi fo fAg ofAgr pgo/p/g 7 Aavg Aggn fg.yfzMg. Once 7
Aavg /zMz^Agaf ^ggmg gvgryAocfy 7 w(7/ anaZyj'g fAg rg^wZf^ a/W wzZZ f/zg/z 6g
a6Zg fo ^g/z^f ^'ow a j'/zorf j'wmmary q/'r/zg rg^w/f^ q/f/zg rg^garc/z ^)'ow org
ZMfgrg^fg(i. WowZ<i )'0w ZzA:g a 6rz^ j'w/Tzmary q/^f/zg rg^garc/z? 7/^ j'o, wAgrg
j'AowZ<j 7 jgMC^ zY?

Appendix VIII

ModiOed Crovitz Test

MODIFIED CROVITZ TEST
A. Personal Memories
/
.yay a
To yow
/W /(7:g );ow fo recaZZ an gven^ f/zof yow )/owr^g^
g%pgngMcg(Z rAof cowZcf 6g aj'^ocZarec^
fAg worcZ. 7/^; fo cAoo^g an gygnf fAaf )/ow
)'owr^gZ/' Aavg gzpgrZgncg^f
f&zf yow can rg/ngm^gr af AavZng Aappg^g^ of a
parfZcwZar fz/ng an^Z Zn a parfZcwZar pZocg.
For g%07M;?Zg, ^ f/zg wor<j wa^ bottle yow mZgA^ rgcaZZ a fZmg af a CArZj'Zma.y parZy
wAgn ^'ou or jomgoMg gZ^g (iroppg^Z a bottle amZ Zf 6roA;g ZgavZng ffaZn^ on fAg carpgf.

Can you tell me about an event that your yourself have experienced associated with
the word
that you can recall as having happened at a particular time and
in a particular place. Try to give me as much details as you can.

PLANE

2. SHIP

3. CAR

4. TRAIN

5. FIRE

6. BIRTH

7. WEDDING

DEATH

9. SPORT

10. HOUSE

1. COURT

12. FOOD

MODIFIED CROVITZ TEST
B. Public Memories
/ wzVZ jay a worcf fo yow

fAen /W

yow To rgca// a Mgwj gvgnf rAar waj

f/zaf cowM 6g ajjoc/afg^f wzYA fAg wor^i. Tow can cAoojg an); ngwj gvgnf fAof Aaf
AappgMg6^ 6wf fry fo cAooj'g ong fAaf yow can rgmgm^gr oj Aavmg Aappgngcf af a
parfzcwZor n'mg aM<j zn a ;7arficw/ar pZacg.
For g%am/)Zg,
f/zg wor<^ waj boxer yoz< wzzgAf rgmgrn^gr a Mgwj gvg»f wAgrg a
boxer waj A7zocA:gaf cfowrz (fwrmg a
a/zc/ Zafgr <af(W/ro/M Azf zV^'wrzg&

Can you tell me about a news event that has occurred associated with the word
that you can recall as having happened at a particular time and in a
particular place. Try to give me as much details as you can.

1. PLANE

2. SHIP

3. CAR

4. TRAIN

5. FIRE

6. BIRTH

7. WEDDING

DEATH

9. SPORT

10. HOUSE

1. COURT

12. FOOD

Appendix IX

Comparison of scoring systems for the Crovitz

COMPARISION OF SCORING SYSTEMS FOR THE CROVITZ

The conventional method of scoring responses on the Crovitz task follow the
guidelines described by Crovitz and Schiffman (1974). Responses are scored on a 03 scale according to the level of detail given. The maximum score of 3 is given if
time and place are specified along with details about the event. Two points are
awarded if less detail is given or time and place are not specified. One point is given
for a response which provides more general rather than specific information.
Although this scoring method has been widely used, some criticisms have been made
of it because of the variation of responses which would fall under a particular score
(Nadel gf aZ, 2000). As a result differences in the level of detail given in the
performance of participants may be missed.

Recent accounts have highlighted the need for a more sensitive measure of
scoring which allows for differences in responses to be more easily distinguished.
The scoring system proposed by Graham and Hodges (1997) achieves this aim.
Responses are scored for both detail and episodic specificity using a 0-5 point scale.
For a full score of 5 to be given, a response must provide a detailed account of a
specific/single event. If a specific/single event is given but with little detail, a score
of 4 is awarded. Likewise, a score of 3 is given for a generic/multiple event which
contains a lot of detail, while a score of 2 is given if the account contains little detail.
A score of 1 is given for a semantic definition, and a 0 if there is no response, or it is
not related.

The Crovitz and Schiffman (1974) 0-3 scale scores and the Graham and Hodges
(1997) 0-5 scale scores were compared for the responses to the Personal and Public
memories on the Modified Crovitz test to examine the scales abilities to identify
differences in performance.

For the level of detail and richness of the memories recalled on the Personal
memories section of the Modified Crovitz test, a significant difference in mean
performance was found between the groups by both the 0-3 scale (F(2, 20) = 6 . 8 , =
.006), and the 0-5 scale (F(2, 20) = 6.2, p = .008) (see Table below). The scores on
the Public memories component also found a significant difference between groups
on both the 0-3 scale (F(2, 20) = 6.1, p = .009), and on the 0-5 scoring system (F(2,
20) = 9 . 3 , = .001) (see table). However, a posthoc multiple comparisons analysis
found the left TLB group to only differ significantly from the control group (p =
<.05) only on the 0-3 scale, whereas the left TLB group differed significantly from
both groups on the 0-5 scoring scale (p = <.05).

The inter-rater reliability of these two scoring systems was also investigated.
Using the 0-3 scale the Spearman's Rho correlation coefficients were .66 (p <.01) for
the personal memories component, and .73 (p <.01) for the public memories. The
coefOcients achieved for the 0-5 scale were higher with a coefficient of .83 (p <.01)
for personal memories and .79 (p <.01) for public memories.

Whilst both scales were demonstrated to distinguish differences in performance
between the groups, the 0-5 scale did prove to be more sensitive at demonstrating
differences in performance on the Public memories. This finding, in combination

with the higher inter-rater reliability found for the 0-5 scale, led to the decision to
adopt this scoring system when analysing performance on the Modified Crovitz task.

Table. Scores For the Modified Crovitz test Personal and Public memories using the two scoring systems
Participants with TLB
LTLE yv = 7

M (SD), range

Control participants

RTLE N = 8

Crovitz and Schiffman (1974)
0-3 scale scoring system
Personal memories (36)

27.1

(4.7),

20-36

29.4

(2.7),

26-33

33.3

(2.4),

30-36

Public memories (36)

20.1

(9.1),

10-34

28.3

(4.8),

19-36

30.8

3.4

24-33

Personal memories (60)

42.1

(8.2),

32-58

48.9

(6.3),

40-59

53.8

(4.4),

47-60

Public memories (60)

32.0

(11.0),

18-49

45.0

(5.9),

34-52

47.5

(4.3),

41-52

Graham and Hodges (1997)
0-5 scale scoring system

Nofg." LTLE = Left temporal lobe epilepsy, RTLE = Right temporal lobe epilepsy.
Numbers in parentheses beside each test represent the highest possible raw score.

Appendix X

Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test

ABBREVIATED SINGULAR EXPERIENCES TEST
ITEM

Q l . Have you
ever._

Q3. Single
Occasion

TTiS/lSCV
UNSURE

Can you
single out a
speciOc
occasion
when this
event
happened?

(If no/ unsure
- move on to
next item)
Q2. If yes Have you had
this experience
once or more
than once?
ONCE/
ONCE

1. Been in a
helicopter
2. Ridden on a
motorbilce as a
passenger or
driver
3. Driven a
tony
4. Taken a
driving test
5. Broken down
on the
motorway
6. Been in a
police car
7. Seen a sports
personality in
real life
8. Plada caf
accident as a
passenger
9. Been in an
ambulance
10. Been bitten
byadog
ILlHadfbod
poisoning
12. Had a tooth
out at the
dentist
13. Been to the
Tow^rof

TTES/IVC)
(If no - move
on to the next
item)

Q4. Details

Q5. Imagery

(26. Ifea^age

Please rate
your memory
kr&e
experience

Please rate
your ability to
picture the
experience

KNOW/
PATCHY/
DETAILED

NO/ VAGUE/
CLEAR

Can you tell
me
approximately
when this took
place or
roughly how
old you were at
the time?

London
14. liadto
break in to my
own home
15. Been to an
anniversary
celebration
16. Had burst
water pipes in
my home
17. Had to call
out the fire
bngade
18. Been to a
football match
19.Seen a
member of the
royal family in
real life
20. Been to a
tennis match
21. Been to a
ckcus
22. Been horseriding
23. Been to a
theme park
24. Been to an
aquarium or
sea-life centre
25. Stayed in a
caravan
26. Entered a
competition
27. Been stung
byaw2&por
bee
28. Watched a
radio or
television
programme
being recorded
in a studio
29. Written to a
member of
parliament
30. Seen a pop
star in real life
31. Had to go to
a casualty dept

32. Attended a
job interview
33. Been
introduced to
someone
famous
34. Been to a
chiropractor
35. P&^pedto
change a flat
tyre
36. Lost
something
valuable
37. Had my
home burgled
38. Been to
Windsor Castle
39. Been to the
Harrods store
40. Been to
Madame
Tussauds

Appendix XI

Modification of the Singular Experiences Test

MODIFICATION OF THE SINGULAR EXPERIENCES TEST

f iZofmg f/ig ongma/ybrmaf q/" fAg
The draft version of the Singular Experiences Test (Kapur, 2001; Appendix XI) was
piloted on 3 healthy control participants (mean age 28, SD 4.2, range 25-33).
Participants were asked to indicate which of a list of possible experiences read out by
the tester they had experienced. For each event to which they indicated that they had
experienced they were asked three further questions. These were; i) whether they had
experienced the event once or more than once; ii) how they would rate their memory
for the event, either 'clear memory', 'patchy memory' or a 'familiar memory but with
no recollection of detail'; and iii) to give an estimation of either, approximately when
the event took place, or roughly how old they were at the time. For events on the list
that that they had experienced more than once they were asked to give a rating and
date for their clearest memory.

From reviewing the findings from the pilot data it was apparent that the test was
time-consuming (taking between 36 and 43 minutes to complete) and feedback from
the participants indicated that they had found it "tedious" as a result of it's length. To
overcome these difficulties it was decided to modify the test for use in the present
study to make it more acceptable for use with a clinical population, and to reduce the
time taken when combined with the other autobiographical memory tests.

In order to select the items for inclusion in the shortened form, 25 healthy control
participants (mean age 37, SD 13.7, range 19-70) were asked which of the events
listed in the Singular Experiences Test they had experienced. The distribution of the

items to which they responded positively was plotted. On the basis of the frequency
of positive responses and comments made by the participants, a number of test items
were excluded. These were items which had either a very low frequency of positive
responses (i.e. 0-2 people responded), or had a very high frequency (i.e. 23-25 people
responded). Highly prototypical items, i.e. those that were not easily dissociable or
for which recall appeared to be more semantic than episodic in nature were also
excluded. For example, when asked whether they had ever fallen off a bicycle many
responded in a similar vein to one participant who explained "I know I must have
fallen of a bicycle but I don't remember one time".

From the original 105 items included in the test 25 items were excluded. The test was
then divided into two forms each consisting of 40 items. These two abbreviated
forms were matched for item frequency (Form A; M 15.2; SD 5.72; Form B; M 15.2;
SD 5.65) and may have potential for repeated testing if the two forms were validated.
For the purposes of this study. Form A was administered throughout.

Memory m

Appendix X n

Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test - Amount of detail rating scale

I WOULD RATE MY MEMORY FOR THE EVENT AS:

- KNOW IT HAPPENED I KNOW THE EVENT HAPPENED,
BUT I CANNOT RECOLLECT ANY
DETAILS

- PATCHY I CAN RECOLLECT A FEW DETAILS,
BUT MY MEMORY FOR THE EVENT
IS RATHER PATCHY

- DETAILED I HAVE A DETAILED MEMORY FOR
THE EVENT - WHEN & WHERE IT
HAPPENED, IF ANYONE ELSE WAS
THERE, & HOW I FELT AT THE TIME

Memory m

Appendix X m

Abbreviated Singular Experiences Test - Level of imagery rating scale

I WOULD RATE MY ABILITY TO PICTURE THE
EVENT AS:

- CANNOT PICTURE I KNOW THE EVENT HAPPENED,
BUT I CANNOT PICTURE IT IN MY
MIND'S EYE

- VAGUE I CAN VAGUELY PICTURE
EVENT IN MY MIND'S EYE

THE

- CLEAR I CAN CLEARLY PICTURE THE
EVENT & RELIVE IT IN MY
IMAGINATION AS IF IT WERE
HAPPENING NOW

Appendix XIV

Exploration of the distribution of the data

EXPLORATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE DATA

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smimov tests revealed that a number of the measures
were not normally distributed (Modified Card Sorting Categories, z = 1.785,

=

.003; number of Modified Crovitz test personal memories, z = 1.547, p = .017; and
proportion of memories on the Abbreviated Singular Experiences test for which no
dates were given, z = 2.378, p = .000).

All the other measures were normally distributed (AMI childhood total, z = 0.857,
p = .454; AMI early adult life, z = 0.863,

= .446; AMI recent life, z = 1.228,

=.098, Modified Crovitz test personal memories 0-3 scale, z = 0.616, p = .842;
Modified Crovitz test personal memories 0-5 scale, z = 0.534,

=.938; proportion of

Modified Crovitz test personal memories in the childhood time band, z = 0.734, p =
.654; proportion of Modified Crovitz test personal memories in the early adult life
time band, z = 1.030, p = .240, proportion of Modified Crovitz test personal
memories in the recent life time band, z = 0.505, p = .960; Modified Crovitz test
public memories 0-3 scale, z = 0.913, p = .376; Modified Crovitz test public
memories 0-5 scale, z = 0.942, p = .338; proportion of Modified Crovitz test public
memories from current and previous year time band, z = 0.734, p = .655; proportion
of ModiOed Crovitz test public memories in from 2-5 years time band, z = 0.850, p =
.466, proportion of ModiRed Crovitz test personal memories in from 6 or more years
ago time band, z = 0.815, p = .520; number of Singular Experiences identified, z =
0.755, p = .619; number of specific occasions for the Singular Experiences identified,
z = 0.615, p = .844; proportion specific events, z = 0.792, p = .557; proportion of
Singular Experiences responses in the childhood time band, z = 0.738, p = .647;

proportion of Singular Experiences responses in the early adult life time band, z =
0.531, p = .941, proportion of Singular Experiences in the recent life time band, z =
0.471,/) = .980).

The analysis of the inter-rater reliability data also revealed this to be not normally
distributed (Rater 1 AMI scores, z = 1 . 9 6 5 , = .001; Rater 2 AMI scores, z = 1.852,
= .002; Rater 1 AMI scores, z = 1.965, p = .001; Rater 1 Modified Crovitz test
personal memories scores, z = 2.287, p = .000; Rater 2 Modified Crovitz test
personal memories scores, z = 2.209, p = .000; Rater 1 Modified Crovitz test public
memories scores, z = 3.198, p = .000; Rater 2 Modified Crovitz test public memories
scores, z = 3.076, p = .000;).

Appendix XV

Inter-rater Crosstabulation tables for the AMI and Modified Crovitz

INTER.RATER CROSSTABULATION TABLES FOR THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL MEMORY INTERVIEW AND MODIFIED
CROVITZ TEST

Inter-rater crosstabulation table for the Autobiographical Memory Interview scoring
Rater 2
0
Rater 1

0

4

1

1

1

3

2

Total
4

7

1

9

2

10

13

23

3

1

8

9

12

21

45

Total

5

7

Inter-rater crosstabulation table for the Modified Crovitz test Personal memories
scoring
Rater 2
_
Rater 1

0

2

1

2

3

4

5

Total

1

3

1

1

2

5

3

1

1

6

1

2

4

13

5

18

5

4

26

30

17

31

60

Total

2

2

6

2

Inter-rater crosstabulation table for the Modified Crovitz test Public memories
scoring
Rater 2
Total
Rater 1
1

0

2

0

4

3

4
0

4

2

1

5
Total

7

6

1

0
29

3

35

6

8

14

35

11

60

